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ABSTRACT

ft'%~;fhe
High Court
Australia's highest
~~~j[i:;~~Hi9h
Court of
of Australia
Australia is
is Australia's
highest court.
court.
~<~. /,;;" .·o;:;' "

In
In
',::
it is celebrating its centenary.
Many aspects of its
i;l;,kriir.tion and functions were copied from Art III of the United
'f~~l;j~risdiction
'i}\.·s~ates
f::1};tatE's Constitution. The author compares the Australian court
with the Supreme Court of the United States, identifying ten
i'c;'c';:',;;nripal
~rincipal similarities and differences. He suggests that, where
0~1r*~:g:ii;lstitljtiIDnal
'Q'8nstitutional institutions are similar, one can learn much about
jiilj'ne'ss own institution by studying others. Doing so holds up a
_'~':ii_':>;;';::_" •
•
"~;i5;!mirror to oneself.
Two items
Items from Australian developments
;"i~9;':h)aY be instanced. Originally, the Justices of the Australian
~8iJrt
rt enjoyed life tenure. In one of the very rare changes to the
~~6stralian Constitution, approved in 1977, a compulsory
/;i,·'i",~.'n. age of 70 years was introduced for new appointees.
ii~'Eltirement
',!tjjr~'such a change warranted or achievable in the United States?
ft~~lN!()re recently the author has suggested that ambiguous
n",,,ie;r," in the Australian Constitution may be construed with
{';'"'iiS)fovisions
aid of international human rights norms. This is a new idea
'JilJ! was recently
~;%!~yjir~,w:;:as
recently reflected
reflected in
in the
the majority's
majority's opinion
opinion in
in Atkin v
of, fVirginia, treating as relevant to the meaning of the 8th
ent, developments in international human rights law
r~hiendment,
nN,.n'nn the imposition of capital punishment upon a mentally
•.. j:':lIlcerning
;i.~ardicapped prisoner. Global forces are at last catching up with
\~2Nional constitutions and final courts.
The influence of
7;;}'I';;'o",,,.'nnal developments seem certain to increase.
;;;,Jmpternational
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INTRODUCTION

The year 2003 marks the centenary of the High Court of
It is the "Federal Supreme Court" of the Australian
;",

,e":",';;,;'monwealth,
",j'8tnmonwealth, envisaged by the Constitution tilat
that created a nation
::':,:r'iS<!
§i;~~L
of the British colonies in Australia'. Although the Australian
'iib~¥:of
"&hstitution summoned the High Court into existence, the first
,L",
.Jihing of the new court did not take place until the first three
:{r~~~',,~:
::Justices were appointed and took their seats in a ceremony held in
!';;~;,~.usti(:es

:%::1t~~, Banco Court in the Supreme Court of Victoria in Melbourne on

4

{ii,ctoberr 1903.
1903.

Based on a lecture given to the Faculty of Law, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 25 September 2002.
Justice of the High Court of Australia.
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900 (UK); 63 &
64 Vict
In form, the Australian Constitution was
Viet c 12.
appended to the Imperial Act. In reality,
reality. it was virtually entirely
drafted in Australia, adopted at Constitutional Conventions of
elected representatives and approved by referenda conducted
throughout the Australian colonies.

2.
2.
'I;
i .•

In the
the course
course of
of the
the ensuing
ensuing century,
century, the
the Justices
Justices of
of the
the High
High
In

,ttrt

,j)
i;::i

.~:

have maintained
maintained close
close attention
attention to
to the
the decisions
decisions of
of the
the
have

,c;;,;::-

~~~~~~;reme
~l:it{Breme
,~~~>.; :

Court of
of the
the United
United States.
States.
Court

.

~
~
:~
~

because

"'1'fbLlld

was inevitable
inevitable that
that they
they
ItIt was

,

of

the

similarities

between
between

the
the

Australian
Australian

.~,';'.j

;""')k';;'h"·,it
•• tion and that of the United States from
from which
which many
many basic
basic
\~,;d~i\stitution
:,'g:iiy::
colonists, the
the United
United States
States
i~:ll'~s' were borrowed. For the Australian colonists,
model,,2
:~~r\stitution was "an incomparable model"z

:~I

;il

~ii

~~

II

,'I

1J

<

'~I

!i;

~il

'tj;~>'

.11

;!

",,~l:;~~;" The

Australian

'~'\,i';~~~~ntuaIlY

colonies,

and

the

Commonwealth

that

bound them together in a new nation, owed their

~~~~i~tence,
chl'1hi:sts who met at the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia in
<"'~16hists

~t~Y1{~~~~!,s1:ence, indirectly, to the American revolution and the work of the
:t;-' ,

»lfl\iS7,

::::"C:1;'/H7,

there establishing a Constitution of shared powers, with a

<'c'.:;;i:'>!,:r

;3~~:~&preme

(::~E:~~~':'

;i';',/i,9mpact,

Court and federal judiciary to uphold the resulting federal
But for the loss of the American colonies, it is most

Ii)

",;:'f"U~likely that the
~i[~i~~~:f~:;I:n:tl:hat
the government
government of
of
~. ~iwltqfficientlY interested to establish
fi':~~-,+'::'<~'~':;>:':"

~
~j

~

,!~

't!

!~

::G
,",-

. I;·

,,',,'
'.I::

ij::

·::.i

T

":i'·

it:;

King
King George
George
the colony of

III
III would
would have
have been
been
New South Wales at

.

i,'il~;:Nn;vdlnev
wil'~J.i;lt;~~dney Cove, out of which the modern Australian nation grew. That
I;~:>f_;'-,.;: 'If_':,,,c'-''_:-

f,,;~t ";0,:~evelopm~mt
'~)~ttq~velopment

i~

is thus one of those accidents of history that presents

'{i.e"'> '\}:) ti0:'

':ll,.,,···.'·jfri>
of the
the Great
Great South
South
':fi,~;~;~~tr~ puzzle
puzzle as
as to
to what
what would
would have
have been
been the
the fate
fate of
"·',:."".I,·ond
1776,
,~\i:tE4~nd had it not been for the American Revolution of 1776.

~:'f~~~~{tr

i:ii\
::1

1, :

i.'1

;':1
'I

;···ft~:----------------------

o

:".",,:.':',':

I:~i:;

Dixon, "The Law and the Constitution", in 0 Dixon, Jesting
Pi/ate
Pilate (2nd ed, 1997) (hereafter "Jesting Pilate "), 44.

:i

i'i

,I

;;!

3.
3.
,

.:,\%j~Z\, The

revolution was an unexpected event that had a dual

.~_}:_:i:l:";£~;Y
f~?'ff.,~;;;;equence
;t;fH8;;~equence propitious for Australia's future.

First, it necessitated

"--'.'f'!-'

ent investigation
'&~:urgent

of alternative places to which Great Britain

~:,

Mid . send the overflowing population of convicts who had formerly
~.~:.-

~'~m

sent

to

the

American

colonies.

Secondly,

the

British

'Y;, ,

ministration was sufficiently shocked by the loss of its American
'6nies to modify its colonial policy, at least with respect to the
;.Z";i'ilc,nie,s
",o,~_;_o
c6li>nies

settled by colonists deriving from the British Isles. After the
~%i
,:".:gmerican
"'<'"clan Revolution, the British administration, to some extent,

-,,_:;~~-sJJ;{t-:
""';",,,0,,,1>(1 the lessons that the American colonists had taught,
taught.
i'1f~Je~rned

UX-i
if)c:lucled the
:~~;r~~IUded
~i;'~1t~~.:\{

These

ultimate right of people to alter or to abolish the form of

·:"··nr.'",,rnment imposed upon them and to institute a new government
(!itY9'~iJernment

(Uj~~correct
'!,'to:;corrE,ct intolerable wrongs;

the need to avoid despotism lest those

::J~'8ject

to it throw off such government and provide new protections
_:2F~~W--'their security; and the necessity without delay, to establish (at
f:t!lb-r,their
:~~~~~;t
;'o;lei.a~;t
(least in settler societies) a form of government roughly equivalent to
<;i:~Jlp,
·,,:(r.1Qilt enjoyed by the commons of England.

!:.;~;1~j
!f\i;':;~}~,:

;:~:'~;~~n~::::

When, after 1776, the British Government lost the facility of

(",',depositing
rtA"Mjting

~>//t!}:}:~i
;;~;n,~Gessity
~;~~,9!~cE,ssity

ti~;r'~ere
_
::;_~.i::_~~'_;:::

unwanted

convicts

in

the

American

colonies,

the

to find an alternative arose,
arose. Various possibilities in Africa

canvassed.

Eventually, those with the

responsibility
responsibility'- of

.'-t{,.~~Giding these things remembered the report of the journey to the
;;;':;t:~:~,':::

,,::}iK~~~uth Pacific by the great English navigator, Captain James Cook
~-_~:P-t:2~:;:;;'.

';"(,;c:::i,~~' He had been accompanied to the South Seas by Joseph Banks,

if'~~1~'~!rdistingUiShed
uished botanist

and scientist.

The reports of the unique

'~

4.

i~ha and flora of what, until then, was called New Holland, had

i~t0red

the imagination of the public in Britain.

~~j,troPhiC loss
'tc2i~t~lltr()phic

of the

American

colonies,

by

Out of the
a process

~g~~il1ation,

of

';eJii;nilnatIOn, grew the idea of establishing a new colony in Australia

3

.

"-~~,:t_

Was to be a penal colony.

In today's terms, it was roughly

~ivalent

""Pflul\Ialent to banishing a group of citizens to outer space
space..

'.
.' ; Australians

are

therefore

also

children

of

the

American

ution. From the start, their legal history was connected to that
t6lution.
~~,;;-'

;;~qt~~he United States.

".'A"')lnists, as
~i~~~~I()nists,

In the back of the minds of the Australian

of their British colonial administrators, was the memory

':X~~t&hat had happened because of mis-government and neglect in the
~~~ ' -

iiii"",ican
:ffierican settlements.

..

The resulting evolution of British colonial

~,.;,

§JiCY had the consequence of avoiding the need for revolution in
--\\;

~tstralia.
~.

i,stem

From the beginning, the example of the legal and judicial
of

the

United

States

remained

before

the

Australian

t:" ,

",~~ronists. When, eventually, self-government began to spread to the

);,,,,-;::;;r~~,~!:-

;]f'iQstraliian colonies after the 1850s4 , part of the impetus for change
:f;WQstralian

~;~.;2:~~s

i

..(:;;.'

;

the ever-present example provided

by the United States

,

A Castles, An Australian Legal History (1982) 20-31.
Ibid, 165, 401-402. Responsible government was granted in
New South Wales in 1855 by the establishment of an elected
. Lower House of Parliament (the Legislative Assembly). This
. followed
followed an earlier partial grant of self-government in 1842 by
an Imperial Act which provided for a Legislative Council, two. thirds of whose members would be elected on a franchise
limited by a property qualification.

:'

<,

,

i

n

5.

arid' the governmental and judicial systems that it

I will not attempt to identify all of the similarities and
~;:~:

illlferences between the constitutional arrangements adopted in
'£'::
:'i\'i'iOtrHlia
'~&stralia and the United States. There have been earlier essays that

8~ve

explored those similarities and differences 5 .

Many United

:~."'.

States
§tates citizens, including
inclUding lawyers, are comparatively unfamiliar with
{',

~e legal institutions of other countries.

;6quainted with such indifference.

In Australia, we are

In the heyday of the British

~;~

~ll1pire, and indeed until quite recently, there was a similar attitude

~B
, Australia on the part of the United Kingdom.
~f(Y
::.;

At the zenith of its

jlcbal political and economic power, its government and people were
:''';'

'f\ever so interested in their colonies as the people of the colonies

\'c'

.~~:-;

interested in Britain.

In recent years there has been a sea change in this regard in
,:j~' :

\f¥t.Britain,, at least so far as the higher courts are concerned. Now, it is

;1~~§,\:;""

";((xare for that country's highest court, the House of Lords, to consider

y\j<

fSe(1y issue of general legal principle without examining (and often

~l·

"

,,'

",r;'

o

Dixon, "Two Constitutions Compared" in Jesting Pilate (1997)
esp 100-112; F C Hutley, "The Legal Traditions of Australia as
Contrasted with those of the United States" (1981) 55

Australian Law Journal 63.

,

,:

6.
~.,

_,IJpINing) the course of authority in countries of the Commonwealth
" ations and the
;~t~Rlations
"

.

~'~

.

66

United States.
States .

.

•<;",

, One way of understanding ourselves is to endeavour to see
,ool\/R.S

as others see us.

We do this not so much in tribute to

I~4;%'I1I~rs as to ourselves - holding up their experience as a mirror in
we see our own concerns reflected in slightly different
apes.

The great advantage enjoyed by lawyers of the common

r";"tr~r1ltlnn is
f~W;tradition

,~~t~culiar

that they share the English language and a somewhat

system for solving

legal

disputes,

commonly

utilising

<,~:\i":;'~

ons that enjoy many common features. This shared linguistic
•. ,i?;;i~~titutions

\Z:,}~~~L>

'institutional history brings with it not only like approaches to the
~';;;'!i1@dinstitutional
19solution of similar problems but, to a significant extent, shared
",',

'Values
r~jues and a shared methodology for resolving conflict in society.

Quite early in their constitutional history the English realised
conflict could be very dangerous to human life, limb and
Partly isolated from the ravages of Europe, they found
to channel conflict into constructive forms.

111

1

i
1

Usually this

nt an arrangement by which the people in conflict would meet,

n'l<:n""",

'::;a,:~~:prElSS

their antagonism but do so according to certain rules and in

u
i,;

L

A good recent example is the decision of the House of Lords in
. Lister v Hensley Hall Ltd [2002) 1 AC 215 to follow the
Supreme Court of Canada in Bazley v Curry [1999] 2 SCR 534;
(4th) 45 in a case relating
relatlllg to the liability of
12000) 174 DLR 14th)
school authorities for sexual abuse of pupils by teachers.

7.

;2c~~w~IY leading to a form of resolution of their dispute, temporarily at

It is no accident that most of the sports that are played in the
today originated in, or are adapted from, codes developed in
Similarly, the early establishment of the Parliament at
channelled political conflict into all
an institution whose
grew over time relative to that of the King and his court.

However, it was in the Royal Courts of Justice that the idea of
!,;:However,

fM:~r,:

'St'derIY common law institutions took hold. Out of the work of those
,'-''&'"''

~bDrts

came not only the resolution of particular disputes but

/,>?~r~:
:ecEldents which, recorded and followed by later judges, could help
;':b£~cedents
~;;'"

Ive similar disputes. The power of the idea of the public trial,
.b('resolve
r;;:
f¢.n.ducted before a judge and a jury, chosen from the country, was
;r'

erwhelming
}~overwhelming

.,\,....

in the English imagination that when they had their

:(n civil war and decided to rid themselves of an autocratic king,
~;~Y followed a trial format, however flawed 7 •
<~:\

r,
j'{~her,

~".'J'

.

Even in such a

the idea of constitutionalism and the rule of law could not be

"Dored.

Because the United States and Australia share approximately
same language and a great part of the same legal tradition
from England, there is utility in comparing judicial institutions

. cf M 0 Kirby, "The Trial of King Charles I: Defining Moment for
our Constitutional Liberties" (1999) 73 Australian Law Journal
577, where the story is told.

,~

8.
2;;,ji;';

espeCi'ally so in the case of Australia and
'a~ legal doctrine. This is especially

t."-~' ,

judicial branch of government, because, save in
i~l'r.espect of the jUdicial

i~itain

particular

matters,

the

founders

of

the

Australian

~'1,>

j·;;:;,,;o·,,rnmonwealth
;,;;~grnmonwealth were so fascinated by Art III of the United States
:~,<r.':C(f;.'t"",:,: •

:XA··"~·titlltion that they copied many of its ideas when they were
'-'~'A&nstitution

Australian Constitution 8 •

Moreover, from the

life of the High Court of Australia, the Justices,

these

similarities,

borrowed

from

United

States

:';;)ii~ri!fel~e(jerlts of which, especially in the early years, they were very

~ij·;~~~~1i!fl..131.1

fa miI i a r9 .

,.,.",;t1i/

It is the very high level of similarity of history, culture and law

.·<ii.;i"~',_+
may
;.:~.;~.\.,i
.E.·.:.f.~.:.f.~.ba.t may
<ili·~·~''''~''''-;--~.''

sometimes make
make it
it useful
useful both
both to
to the
the United
United States
and
sometimes
States and

_.

~t:;&::;;WIJstralia to be aware of what is happening in the courts of the other
;ec~fi!~~~~\uStralia

";;;;g';~buntry, The developments that occur there may occasionally be
~,\

"fo.lio'wed.

;,.,
.e',
.• ,··',Jexp"w,nr:"
• .Iexperience

Sometimes, even if not followed, a reflection on the

of a similar but different constitutional system requires us

·.clarify our own thinking and to justify our points of departure,
i*;;!~YE'n
:~:;!3,YE'n

ourselves.
if only to ourselves,

o

Dixon, "Two Constitutions Compared" in Jesting Pl'late,
PJ'late, 100
at 101.

They were specially acquainted with James Bryce's The
American Commonwealth: see M N C Harvey, "James Bryce,
American
Commonwealth',
and
the
Australian
'The
Constitution" (2002) 76 Australian Law Journal 362.

9.
9.

IIII

1.
1.

SIMILARITIES
SIMILARITIES

The first
first similarity
similarity between
between the
the Australian
Australian High
High Court
Court
The

Supreme Court
Court of
of the
the United
United States
States concerns
concerns the
the role
role of
of the
the
,the Supreme

,¥t,l(\(,oiicourts.

In any
any written
written Constitution,
Constitution, but
but particularly
particularly aa federal
federal
In

which divides
divides power
power between
between different
different units
units of
of aa polity,
polity, itit is
is
~{i~vvhich
,~nTl'"
~ential

to have
have an
an umpire.
umpire. There
There must
must be
be an
an authoritative
authoritative means
means
to

of dispute,
dispute, whether
whether
rmining where power lies and, in the case of
_JBetermining
'~~~.®':';

''''''-'+;r;~ular law or official or judicial act, is valid.
valid.
'~;:;Cparticular

In both
both the
the
In

..,~ji~:':

the United
United States,
States,
'Australian Constitution and the Constitution of the
"~;~~,,,

,federal supreme court has the responsibility of being the decider
i'tl'e,federal

~r,sUCh matters 10.

~..:.)?

At different times in the history of a federation, different views
r • prevail concerning the respective powers of the central (or

~deral) lawmakers and office-holders and those of the subnational
called in the case of Australia as in the United States, the
In Australia, at the beginning of federation, drawing on
States cases of the late nineteenth century, the federal
stitution was seen as a contract between coordinate partners
ti;{Constitution

;f~i:",
'{;'~'(the Commonwealth and the States) which, in accordance with the

l!J~)<;~~ritten

~'~~i'
·;'i~~itji,oC. o

text

of

the

Constitution,

enjoyed

substantially

equal

-O--D-i-x-o-n-,-"-G-o-v-e-r-n-m-e-n-t-U-n-d-e-r-t-h-e-A-m-e-r-ic-a-n--C-o-n-s-t-it-u-t-io-n-'-'-i-n
Dixon, "Government Under the American Constitution" in
Jesting Pilate, 106 at 107; 0 Dixon, "Aspects of Australian
''':~<)
Federalism",
Federalism", ibid,
ibid, 113 at 114.

a

10.

,-"',.~o'bility for the good government of the people.
'~]:dnsibility

The three

c~",,:·;

6B~lhal., Justices of the High Court of Australia drew an inference
,>; }N~;~:!;,t;;.';.~

:t~~ft6m:the
~;EJtQli!lx" the federal structure of the Constitution, that certain powers
'1~~:0_1'_>t\,,'

reserved to the State legislatures so that the Federal Parliament
~,~~t;;~f*,reserved
'not, by the use of the express grants of legislative power in
nstitution, use its powers so as to invade the lawmaking
:Hfijp.f.:,tilions reserved to the States 11.

, .It did not take long for the new national Parliament to put this
",;iJ;,i,l,t
:~~~,{".

d(ip,trir16
Jictrine to the test by the exercise of federal lawmaking power in a
\'~.:~~'-'

11\1

.

seen to intrude into anticipated State functions.

The entry of

k?;:':::

lia into the First World War in 1914 led to the early use of the
'U\tralia
,:,,-'i,',_

power12 in ways that challenged the previous assumptions
J~t~nce power'2

.~X~r-

l~~qut the reserved powers of the States. Under the defence power,
~,~'?)):> ~

ct~a High Court upheld a broad ambit of lawmaking as claimed by the
. ,~:.

";',

.>~",,,-

:,~~~ral Parliament to regulate the economy in ways that would
~~~n\~

Mh,o"
.. ",o
:iherwise

war13.
have been unavailable, except during the war'3.

"'/C'

D'Emden v Pedder (1904) 1 CLR 91; Deakin v Webb (1904) 1
CLR 585; Webb v Outtrim [1907] AC 81 (PC); Baxter v
Commissioners of Taxation (1907) 4 CLR 1087.
Australian Constitution, s 51 (vi).
Farey v Burvett (1916) 21 CLR 433; South Australia v The
Commonwealth (1942) 65 CLR 373; 0 Dixon, "Aspects of
Australian Federalism" in Jesting Pilate, 113 at 121-122.

,

,

";

',:',','1'
i','_

11 .

;~C.

II' ,~

New appointees to the High Court contested the notion of the

~~p
i~$erved powers

of the States.

Eventually, in

1921, in the

If!ili~gineers' Case 14, the majority of the Court rejected the doctrine of
i;:;f1faig,neers'
)~~;~{~;,

J'~;Qjplied State immunities.
'&~~lttlpIiEla

The Court held that, if propounded federal

i,H

ation were within the ambit of a grant of power to the Federal
"ilBislation
}:'

;",';o'''''''nt, broadly construed as befitted a Constitution, no
.• ". 8~iliament,
~tf:~:1:~~~::
.'i?~'~IirPplic;3t1<)n
.,. vrr\plication of the federal structure of the Constitution would, on its
law, SUbsequently,
Subsequently,
g~n, be sufficient to invalidate the federal law.
.J$~~tfarter for largely untrammelled national lawmaking has been

~'?11{-;::(

<;.~;;i~ack

somewhat

by

an

elusive

doctrine

derived

from

this
cut
the

:!:,'~:'~)"<'

'~';~%~nstitutional
stitutional necessity

that the States should continue to exist, to

!'!':>~:,r

,,,tAnTl their envisaged constitutional functions, and should not be
Yflerform

Jilstroyed or significantly prevented from doing so by federal law 15.
',-.
.;he Engineers' Case was nonetheless a most significant charter for

%~~ihe lawmaking

power of the Federal Parliament.

As in the United

-?"iyjt.3.t~;;

~,,'~t'"tP's, the highest court has historically, on most occasions, upheld
f~*~States,
7;~;~;'

'the

validity

',:';'""';;'"ollenges
+,~II"nn"o16.
16

of

federal

legislation

against

State

constitutional

Only recently in Australia, and usually in relation to
,
.: ,I

Amalgamated Society of Engineers v Adelaide Steamship Co
(1920) 28 CLR 129 ("the Engineers' Case").
For a
contemporary, critical commentary see G de Q Walker, "The
Seven Pillars of Centralism: Engineers' Case and Federalism"
(2002) 76 Australian Law Journal 678.
Melbourne Corporation v The Commonwealth (1947) 74 CLR

31.

o

Dixon, "Aspects of Australian Federalism" in Jesting Pilate
11 3 at 11 6-1 21 .

12.

, ;,

:':;;~'I;~",tlons derived from Chapter III (the Judicature), has the federal
",,,:ik:~d~I;~Rrions

,,",,okinn power taken something of a battering 17.
~'s'?"'W~:'."making

2.

There is no express grant of constitutional power to the

Court of Australia, or any other Australian court or body, to
down federal or State law as unconstitutional.

Systems of

\:"il,oV(Hnm(lnt exist which assign such ultimate responsibilities to the
reo

The

Hong

Kong

Special

Administrative

Region

this when the People's Republic of China insisted that
powers of supervision of at least certain "constitutional"
ons affecting Hong Kong after the British hand over, belonged
Standing Committee of the National People's Congress of

In a sense, the continued recognition of the House of Lords, as
of committee or board of the British Parliament, and of the
Committee of the Privy Council as an expert legal body

Re Wakim; Ex parte McNally (1999) 198 CLR 511; Bond v The
Queen (2000) 201 CLR 213; Hughes v The Queen (2000) 202
CLR 535; cf Gould v Brown (1998) 193 CLR 346.
The power of the National People's Congress to make laws for
Hong Kong, inconsistent with the Basic Law was upheld in
HKSAR and Ma and Ors
Drs [1997] 2 HKC 315. The ultimate
responsibility for the interpretation of the Basic Law lies under
Art 158 with the Standing Committee of the National People's
Congress: Y Ghai, "Sentinels of Liberty or Sheep in Woolf's
Clothing? Judicial Politics and the Hong Kong Bill of Rights"
(1997) 60 Modern Law Review 459; 459; Y Ghai, "Hong Kong
Democracy",
and
Macau in Transition I:
Debating
Democratisation, Vol 2 No 3 [1995], 270.

i,I,
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the monarch,
monarch. continue in the United Kingdom a model of
resolution of legal questions in the legislature or the

'0

.~"

;,t~cutive,, not in a separate judiciary.
b)\;-

Of course, this symbolism

.

f6~s not reflect the recent political or legal realities.

~Law

",
r~6islative

Lately, most of

Lords have rarely taken part in political debates in the
chamber.

Some never do 19.

Although Privy Council

---terminations are traditionally expressed in the terms of "humble
-."..

monarch, to allow or dismiss an appeal, there is no
in modern history where the monarch has not accepted

Hat
....".c:.. /

~:::~i.':~'::

advice.

As in so many features of the British Constitution,

§Diio(learances
~f'i~ppearances commonly belie reality.

However, the existence of

},;:.':"

rnative models for ultimate decision-making in important legal
.Ji:ernative

NiT': .

constitutional contests, indicates that, without an express grant
idconstitutional
'.~

.

udicial authority to have the last word, it was by no means
,;iY"Yi,jUdiCial
,'","olhlo that it would turn out that way.
\llyitable

The development of global constitutionalism owes a great debt
the decision of the United States Supreme Court in Marbury v

J Steyn, "Human Rights: the Legacy of Mrs Roosevelt" [2002]
Public Law 473 at 483. Lord Steyn's comments on the peculiar
office of the Lord Chancellor were noted in (2002) 76 Australian
Law Journal 216. Chief Justice Dixon pointed out that the strict
application of the separation of powers was "artificial",
"impractical" and "opposed to British practice": a
0 Dixon, "The
Law and the Constitution" in Jesting Pilate 52. However, as a
judge he was to give it strong application: eg The Queen v
Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR
254,
254.

14.

'&~iSon2o.

~~lJiison·v.

By that decision, the Supreme Court, through the voice

';,;6}~\hief

'f<l"i".'f'h;"f Justice Marshall, asserted its power to rule conclusively on
~:::;F::i-'-R:";

ity of the distribution of constitutional powers between the
fi'1jt1i~'Nalidity

~tted States Congress

'N'.".'-'-'

and the States.

~f~::;

When the functions of the High Court of Australia were being

~gvided
~~e

in the Australian Constitution, it was assumed that the

power

of

authoritative

disposition

would

devolve

upon

~~J,;

ia's highest court in respect of those matters within its
ustralia's

r> ;

and appellate jurisdiction that were not subject to further
However, to cure perceived defects in the United States

-.'.

ngements,
tiangements,

~:r:

two

important

provisions

were

added

to

the

I~tl'alian Constitution in the definition of the matters in which the
~ustralian
.W,:,
8igh Court would have original jurisdiction. Being constitutional

~.\

nts of jurisdiction, they could not be taken from the High Court
iJ'r'ants
.\;

Jv,'
anyy
',,:..,

action of another branch of government.

In s 75(iii) of the

~Ostralian
lian Constitution it was provided that in all matters "in which

{t'be Commonwealth or a person suing or being sued on behalf of the
:j-:
~~:;'r"nnnmnn\N.·"lth
~ommonwealth is a party", the High Court would have original

It has been argued that, inherent in the grant of such
'·i(jri~rlir.tion

under s 75(iii) was necessarily contained the power to

1 Cranch (5 US) 137 (1803) discussed 0 Dixon, "Aspects of
Australian Federalism" in Jesting Pilate 113 at 11 5.

15.

!.~1ke the jurisdiction effective, as by the issue of a writ of certiorari
§~~~:i:
i~';'d~signed to

quash

a

constitutionally

invalid

action

of

the

ri;_':y;,-:'t',"~

i:i1;3t'~~rnmonwealth
{:3'Gprnmonwealth or of a person being sued on behalf of the
;ii!,;¥.;~~i):_f'

nwealth 21 • In addition to this, to overcome a perceived gap
·~;~6rnmonwealth21.

"t~,the United States Constitution identified in Marbury v Madison
{J-f_

22
,

:'~xpress
~~n,"";S original jurisdiction was also granted to the High Court in all

i~atters "in which a writ of Mandamus or prohibition or an injunction
oJJC:C'++ors
i'!sought against an officer of the Commonwealth".
,;,s.iis,s;oUlght

Although these paragraphs of the Australian Constitution, with

~~t~!beirI mention

of remedies, including constitutional writs, represented

ill advance on the provisions of the United States Constitution, the
IfS"'~")'
. llndamental
amental idea concerning the role and power of the Judicature is
i}(,':
" ,'6ne that has been adapted in Australia from the great United States
'~fo1§£;'

edent.
"'[precedent,

Needless to say, the assertion of such a large power of

~lJltimate authority, and its common acceptance by the people and
!~(;government

",';;-:-:':(~"

alike,

provides

a

significant

defence

for

alism, an important check upon excess or neglect of
,~~*bonstitutionalism,
:;i,';'!";';~{J··,

:\~fb1jurisdiction and potentially controversial functions for the highest
f'N?~>,
In Australia, as in the United States, the final court is
Il~;;~\?:cburt,
~%V:~J..
!;];ti~.,constantly called upon to arbitrate on the lawfulness of legislation as
ll';\'-!1l.colns1:antly
<.d·-,'·"

Australian Constitution, s 75(1ii).
75(iii).
1 Cranch (5 US) 137 (1803) where it was held that Congress
had exceeded its constitutional power by authorising the
Supreme Court in its original jurisdiction to grant a writ of
mandamus,
mandamus.

16.

as of executive and judicial acts purportedly done under the

f1!}

3.

The High Court of Australia, like its United States

'~~;~:"

V6ounterpart, is a common law court 23 •

W" ,-

techniques.

It uses common law

It hears arguments in open court addressed to judges

1'!;;~:ll0 pronounce judgment and publish reasons
-fiiB~~en court. Those reasons are stated in the

for their decisions in
discursive manner of

~?~

~the common law, as distinct from the abbreviated and seemingly
'X~:

and un discursive fashion of most courts of civil law

Precedent and the principle of stare decisis are important to
both legal systems. Both courts are increasingly concerned with the
p","nn of
~~eaning
~"''''-'

~~9f

legislation, a feature of an age in which the significance

judge-made law is increasingly being replaced by written law

,-

cted by legislatures accountable to the people. However, even in
enacted
task of interpretation of legislation, there are principles of the
e-lhe
~\,
mmon law that are observed for the ascertainment of the meaning
«W~~-~~mmon
i-;;f,,'
iJ,~3;bf the legislation and the exposition of the operation of the particular
.:~.,.

. The common law system has the merit of avoiding any lacuna,
or gap, in the governing law. If the Constitution is silent and there is
", no applicable law made by a legislature with power to do so, or by

o

Dixon, "Two Constitutions Compared" in Jesting Pilate 100.

17.

e executive or the judges under delegated legislative power, the
:7.ct:~,.

c;l«diciary has the responsibility and function to state a rule of the
'~'-1'}~~,>':

-'-'gmmon law.
;~~~grnmon

I

most part, from analogical
This is derived, for the mo'st

}It:'(A'lsGlning
.'i(~'asoning applied to earlier decisions so as to express a new rule
,1t~~h>

hat will fill the identified gap.

~y
":~

.

In the,
the - United States, the common law was received from
by the original colonies upon the theory, applicable also in

Lstralia, that it was carried to the new territories as part of the
nhprltHnce
i~heritance

of the English settlers,
settlers.

At the same time the settlers

'6;OUght with them the principles of equity. The persistence of these
ulr<Juuht
::<;>,:

,,,,f,l'raaitional
.~f~}aditional streams of law was recognised in Article III of the United
0t~t"

X!';~~ates Constitution by the reference to the jurisdiction of federal
rts
4~urts

as including law (ie common law) equity and admiralty 24.

In

{,:.'"

ralia, the colonial courts were, like many of their predecessors in
ustralia,
AITlerican
,-tl;~e
f e American

colonies, Royal Courts established by royal decree or
!yc",
",,);order in council made in the name of the King. Specific legislation
:\"~~~):.

"v"provided for the introduction of the common law into the several
.,,:,.

ralian colonies at a specified date 25 •

It was recognised that

US Constitution, Art III, s 2.
A "Charter of Justice" dated 2 April 1787 purported to create
courts of civil and criminal jurisdiction for New South Wales. By
a second set of Letters Patent on 4 February 1814, a "Supreme
Court" and a "Governor's Court" were purportedly created.
Because of doubts as to the validity of these instruments, the
British Parliament enacted the Supreme Court Act 1823 (GB); 4
This authorised new Letters Patent and the
Geo IV c 96.
establishment of a Supreme Court as court of record providing
the date for the introduction of English law. There were similar
Footnote continues

,

"

18.
18.

rules of
of the
the common
common law
law might
might not
not be
be received
received into
into the
the new
new
6m e rules

!*~~ttlements,

being unsuitable
unsuitable to
to the
the condition
condition of
of those
those colonies.
colonies.
being

i~,cr"O\rve\Jer.
in Australia,
Australia, that
that exception
exception was
was not
not generally
generally given
given aa
~"OlNever. in

(~

,

'Ii]1

I"
:ii

iJ

';1

x,,,

operation.
~toad operation.
'~~'i

held as
as recently
recently as
as
For example, the High Court of Australia held
felon could
could not
not sue
sue in
in the
the
1'978 that the English rule that a convicted felon
rts
~~urts

received aa pardon
pardon was
was
until he had served his sentence or received

;,{"ii'

able to the conditions of the Australian colonies.
*\~Ji;able

This was so

,I,I

"'t'.ioilltI10ugh,
"i~~rthough, at the outset of British settlement, a large proportion of

iIiI
'i'i

t;*;~.

'I-I

~~\~::

\flle colonial population consisted of convicted felons who would
ereby be excluded from legal remedies 26 • Similarly, the High Court
hereby

'I'Ii
I'
,

,ield that the principle of law derived from England relieving owners
\:

,of. cattle
'

and sheep from liability for damage occasioned from their

".:i.'tlrespa~;sing
,'trespassing

onto public highways was not unsuitable to the very

""different condition of highways in Australia 227? •

Although such

...

~ '

hnrrlAlrline
")orderline

decisions

might

be

controversial,

attracting

strong

. issenting opinions in the High Court 28 , it is essential in any common
:'dissenting

I",
I:'

iIi':
'.J:.,',.1I
'I.'I

',I

il

,IIII

III'

I',I
Ii'
:ii;i

:';

developments in the other Australian colonies: R P Meagher, W
M C Gummow and J R F Lehane, Equity Doctrines and Remedies
(3rd ed, 1992) 10-21.
Dugan v Mirror Newspapers Ltd (1978) 142 CLR 583; cf US
Constitution, Art III, s 3 forbidding "corruption of blood".
State Government Insurance Commission v Trigwell (1979) 142
CLR 617; cf now Brodie v Liverpool Shire Council (2001) 206
CLR 512.
In both Dugan and Trigwell Murphy J dissented:
CLR 583 at 606; (1979) 142 CLR 617 at 642.

(1978) 142

"
"

19.

~\N

system to be able to identify the sources of the judge-made and

~tatute law that later judges will be bound to apply. Where such law
~.;'

fs inherited from
'~tates

(as in the case of the United
another jurisdiction las

: i

and Australia) it is necessary to identify the date for the

~ception
,c~"':~in,inished

so that disputes about the content of the law will be
and may ultimately be resolved according to a settled

, rinciple.

4.
~t:;'High

(::.~(/
'''}·'their
,~i[fithleir
\;:,-

Both the Supreme Court of the United States and the

Court of Australia are afforded constitutional guarantees of
independence from the other branches of government, as are

;'.

,the other federal courts referred to respectively in Art III and Ch III of
~.

/the two Constitutions.

n·

The provision of s 71 of the Australian

:nn~trtlltlon begins in language which is a direct copy of Art III sec 1
"'Constitution

,of the United States precedent, although there is an additional
rAj,ArF,nce to the vesting of federal jurisdiction in "other courts".
{reference

It

ill be necessary to make mention of this innovation 29 . The United
J!'VVili
;:l",

·>;',':.St."'~
!i'~~States
7\'::'~:.!

:.:,0;,',0;"

the judges "shall hold their offices during good behaviour"3o.
behaviour,,3o.

Ift~':There

,.i'i~;;\_~:

provision copies the statute of Great Britain expressly stating

is no precise equivalent in the Australian Constitution, such

,~':1;~'tenure being implied from the express provision that Justices of the

~~~1i~f_'
'd~:
I11 29

'%~30
rt'i.

_

770ii).
Australian Constitution, s 71. See also s 77(ili).
Constitution, Art III.
III, sec 1. The position in Great Britain was
US Constitution.
regulated by the Act of Settlement of 1701; 12 & 13 Will III, c 2
and by the Commissions and Salaries of Judges Act 1760 (UK);
1 Geo III c 23.

/:

20.
,~:/'-

'~\gh Court and of other federal courts shall not be removed except
,<;,'

;,;;7811' an address from both Houses of the Parliament in the same
;:',:$;</

~P~~'ssion

praying

for

such

removal

j"""nigbehaviour
Bisbehaviour or incapacity,,31.

~~§nstitution no

on

the

ground

of

proved

In the first century of the Australian

federal judge has been removed from office under

':i~b~'il-.

8'1Bfs power, although, in one notable case, the power was invoked
32
"""~t later the proceedings were abandoned .

;_';,"~~K'-

'~~::

5. Both Constitutions inherited from the common law tradition

,~.,\"

ngland the mode of jury trial that was common in that country
~'6f';England
::'t,';~'

,-;,;;.A.,'"
i;}~}~11

into the twentieth century both in criminal and civil causes.

In

\;;~'f--:

'the United States and Australia jury trial continues to this day in
",,~;lO~
-~y>-:
~'.;:"

serlOUIS criminal cases, both federal and State. The guarantee of jury
'~~(jous
~;':'~'<'..
t'Wil contained in the United States Constitution 33 influenced the
l_~,_,.

,)i.\~"

:~r,~tms of s 80 of the Australian Constitution.

The latter provision

.;."" ..

'~;shi1tes
f~~ates that "The trial on indictment of any offence against any law
-;-~~:(:.

the Commonwealth shall be by jury, and every such trial shall be
,'7iofthe
:';Fi:~il::-~~

'{';':,~'held in the State where the offence was committed, and if the

;1~~;~f:~2-~';_.·.'

_

. Australian Constitution, SS 72(1i);
72(ii); cf US Constitution, Art 1 s 3
· regulating articles of impeachment.
Only one United States
Justice has been subject to the impeachment procedure, namely
·.Samuel
Samuel Chase (1808). However, there were campaigns for the
.· impeachment of Chief Justice Earl Warren and Justice William 0
Justice Abe Fortas resigned in 1969, possibly in
Douglas.
consequence of a threat of impeachment.
The story concerning Justice L K Murphy is told in E Campbell
· and H P Lee, The Australian Judiciary (2001) 102-115.
· US Constitution, Art III, s 2.

21.

ence was not committed within any State the trial shall be held at
;";~:t:',,',,

s&th. place or places as the Parliament prescribes".

The similarity to

united States precedent is obvious.
~~~.·Wnited
t~!¥t',

~T'"

~~f

The

~:~:V:

significance

of

the

Australian

guarantee

has

been

'J:,(,~~iminished by the strict interpretation applied to its language.

In

::;':"'7~v;+).~,:<

'!'~f~ffect, the High Court has held that a precondition to the attraction
f&~~~t'"

. the constitutional guarantee is the decision of the prosecutor, in
"-"'""lthe
;,-,-."
[2tordance with law, to proceed with the criminal accusation
<il~:";:' .

~gainst the accused federal offender "on indictment,,34. If legislation

:~'J1:~/: ':
inthol·i ..!s a summary procedure, and if that procedure is elected by
'%~Uthorises
,SH,j

'Me

prosecutor, the result is that the constitutional entitlement to

"-',,',.

"

:'d\trY trial may be bypassed.

Along with other judges of the past, I

:t~\"'\f""-,"'"

.,,'ave
- dissented from this strict construction of the constitutional
However,

the

line

of

authority

indicates

the

ditionally narrow view that has been taken of such constitutional
'i;,aditionallY

:i~~!,j~:1t'_:-,

,t''rir;\I;,lp(lP'' in Australia.
'~~,f):l:rivileges
,~'(

There is no Australian equivalent to the 7th

.·?isF~.IT1E,ndlmlsnt
...... ;.~JT1endment to the United States Constitution.

'~ttJrial
±'@~!rial of civil
~:i~11>'>'

In consequence, jury

causes has greatly declined in Australia in recent years.

i.., , · . - - - - -

_

The King v Federal Court of Bankruptcy; Ex parte Lowenstein
(1938) 59 CLR 556; Kingswell v The Queen (1985) 159 CLR
284; Cheatle v the Queen (1993) 177 CLR 541; Cheng v The
. Queen (2000) 203 CLR 248.

eg Cheng v The Queen (2000) 203 CLR 248 at 322-328 [220][237]. In my reasons I examined United States authorities such
as Almendarez-Torres v United States 523 US 224 (1998) and
Appendi v New Jersey 68 USLW 4576 (2000). See ibid, 328332 [238]-[351].
3321238J-[351].

22.

:;",n<t places that mode of trial, if it still exists, is now confined to'
iiJ'nt~ost

_

}):1W~~:'~y, i

Q~lfW;ular proceedings, such as actions for defamation or actions
;i;~~)#icular
:;,:::·1'~·f~::~~,'":,,
,ii"ninCl
"""Hi~ging

36

fraud 36 ..

6.

A further important feature of the common law system is

and
right enjoyed by appellate judges in the United States an9
""\'d,~lia
*'stralia

to dissent if they disagree with the proposed orders of

• sons of their colleagues. In both countries, this right is taken for
.~~sons
i'f'i"otP.rl.
,~tanted.

However, it is not common outside the common law world.

C·j~o'·

Qh'

~'?:.~"'"

a recent visit to the Conseil Constitutionnel of France,

iiis'Covered
:di~;'Cc'vered
-."{

~~iy
,~\',

I

not only that the right of dissent was not recognised but

few of the members of the Council favoured its introduction. In

i~r't, this attitude derives from a different view about the nature of

Possibly, it is bound up in the culture of a less libertarian
fii()Gil9ty
Qciety than that in which the common law usually operates; or it

';''''!6ight
ht derive from the tradition of the codifiers whereby the law is
,.t.,,:".,
''''''''litim"tRhl to be traced to an explicit provision whose clarity is a
'17:'

.1':\c.s:o,urc:e
'il.i~:ource of its legitimacy. In such societies, judicial elaboration of the
r.\,,::/t~:,

"'~Iaw

~f:'

usually has a confined role ..

Originally, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, to
·t;~'2-i;~\' ,

·:L·~)tvvhich appeals lay from Australia until their final abolition in 1986 37 ,
".~:<"',":"

Described in Naxakis v Western General Hospital (1999) 197
CLR 269 and Gerlach v Clifton Bricks Pty Ltd (2002) 76 ALJR
828.

23.

~llowed

no dissent for the reason that that court's reasons were

>,N:'"

P.X(lre1,sea in the form of advice to the monarch. Conflicting advice
]~pressed

i~\,;"

was thought to be an embarrassment in such a case.

Possibly, a

:~.

onrne'what similar view lies behind civil law tradition that excludes
"~omewhat
'."f'

;~

They are thought to cast doubt on the authority of the

:

·fourt pronouncing its judgment and uncertainty about the content of
;~r

As in the Privy Council, this attitude inevitably

F,- ~

\~ads to judicial reasons that are sometimes the product of
as

attempts

are

made

opinions in the one text.

to

include

sometimes

Some reasons of the

._~i:~-·~

/"ii?Eu;rQ[)ean
....~'.European Court of Justice (which permits no dissents) appear to
;f~~t,

,,,flp,,t this internal tension.
it~[:T~flect

The European Court of Human Rights'

, ose judges
(Whose
jUdges enjoy the right of dissent) avoids similar problems.
o do the appellate courts of Australia and the United States where,

the start, after the English tradition, judges are always entitled
Aom
',-"
to. express their dissenting opinions either as to the outcome of a

'~'; -, <-

~c13se
, ",se or, if agreeing in the outcome, as to the reasons that support

;,'1

'~1~e order

"W",,,"'~

or judgment disposing of the matter.

Both in Australia and in the United States, only a minority of
tr,,~decisions

of the highest
hig hest court are unanimous.

Dissenting and

Privy Councl1 (Limitation of Appeals) Act 1968 (Aust); Privy
Council (Appeals from the High Court) Act 1975 (Aust);
Australia Act 1986 (Aust & UK), s 11; Kirmani v Captain Cook
21; Ex parte Attorney-General (Old) (1985)
Cruises Pty Ltd [No 2J;
159CLR461 at 464.
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'6':i$g'parate concurring opinions are a regular aspect of the work of

",lJ~~~ich

final court.

Their existence is accepted as reflecting the

t;t':~0~'

j%J~iaYfficulty and controversy of the cases that come to such courts.

i:~l(~hey may also reflect the fairly stable philosophical or jurisprudential
~Slinations that emerge in the responses of individual judges, and
i~ioups of judges, to the resolution of legal contests. This is so in
1I'''';;;\i'!iinJUJ)S
:'3"'!'T',~"

nited States Supreme Court and in my own Court.
{£h~United

11ft
:W':':

In the early days of each court, in part because of the

!~Bommanding influence respectively of Chief Justice Marshall and of
/~9i~,i;:
In
~;;jii{t"Chief Justice Griffith, there were relatively few dissents.
'·>'X~>

'i';";'{iA,ustralia,
.:;;:-

each

of the

original

Justices

(Griffith,

Barton

and

~d;Connor) had played an active part in framing the new federal
'it,

They shared common views about its meaning and
c;'purpose.

In the first four years of the High Court, there were only

\ourr dissenting opinions, all of them by Justice O'Connor and none

;,~'-

Iton a constitutional question.

But this unanimity broke down with

~~:.

~(#:~:the
·",'··,tr,e appointment in 1906 of Justices Isaacs and Higgins, the former

_~1-;:':;"~;';:

::V$ii~speciaIlY

"':,79,

legal
being of a different opinion on constitutional and 'legal

UU.eSIIIOns to that of the founding Justices.

The unanimity of the

,': first years has never been recaptured.

In Australia, as in the United States, dissenting opinions can
sometimes influence later judicial decisions, occasionally after a
'sometimes

25.

j;'

39
¥elatively short time 38 ; sometimes after many decades •

Some

es dissent rarely. I dissent in about 30% of the matters decided
N"Jtpges
t<';'._";~'"~?

,~j~~~y the Court. That is far the highest proportion in the history of the
.>;'>"~.;:y<.-

The previous highest rate of dissent was by Justice

'High Court.

·'.Ionel Murphy (23%)40.

The next highest amongst the current
.
Justices is that of Justice McHugh (15%), after which the level
~,~

';'

away to insignificant numbers.
"tricl<les
.
,~"

But the right of dissent

-,.~

gs to every Justice. Attitudes to its use differ.
belongs

~

r .

'':';:-;'i; ,

7.

The daily work
worl< of the Justices of both

;;;i~undoubtedIY
btedly
c' ,

quite similar.

courts

is

Much of the time is spent in reading

written casebool<s and argument.

Some of the time is spent in

revli8wing the written material filed on behalf of those who are
{reviewing
,;,'"ppkirln
;"seel<ing to engage the jurisdiction of the Court.

In the early days of

work was
.each Court, after the English tradition, most of the worl<
performed
rformed by the judges sitting in open court, listening to argument
. and
d sometimes disposing of decisions by immediate ex tempore
] opinions and the pronouncement of orders and judgments at the end

~0. of
:J~

the hearing.

In more recent times, the oral trial tradition has

eg Dietrich v The Queen (1992) 177 CLR 292 overruled Mcinnes
v The Queen (1979) 143 CLR 575; Re Wakim; Ex parte McNally
(1999) 198 CLR 511 overruled Gould v Brown (1998) 193 CLR
346,
346.
39

Tame v New South Wales (2002) 191 ALR 449 overruled in part
Chester v Waverley Corporation (1939) 62 CLR 1.

Hocl<ing, Lionel Murphy - A Political Biography (2nd ed, 2001),
J Hocking,
Foreword xi.

,!
. !'
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{~clined in both courts, although the continuation of it, particularly in
tr:."-'

of appellate jurisdiction, is maintained subject to time
,~ i;

In the United States, the Supreme Court, serving a much larger
even more litigious society, has required written procedures for
'c'{

,\fte

admission of cases to the Court's docket.

In Australia, the

eneral provision governing rights of appeal to the High Court in civil
'\'~EJneral

,(c,,,,,,c·,',~

~':"

;i~timatters, largely determined by reference to the value of the matter

::';~:'~jy}

?~i:f:~1: stake, persisted until 1984. Then federal legislation empowered
.

':."\"._,

.'i%~';the
,-,:

High Court to control its appellate jurisdiction which now,

",·,.<,,,,,,"rtually
.. ~i:virtually universally, is subject to the requirement of special leave to

;;!t-1;{:'
ppeal granted by the Court41 •
,~i.i\~:qppeal

Applicants for special leave are normally allowed twenty

'~minutes in
111 which to advance orally contentions the substance of

\~:-,

which 11as already been considered by the Justices in the parties'
submissions.

The

workload

imposed

by

such

oral

proceedings has occasioned suggestions either that a universal
system of written application to engage the appellate jurisdiction
should be substituted or that the Court should itself decide whether
oral argument would be of help to it. However, the conduct of oral
argument in great matters of constitutional and legal significance not
, 41

,,:',

Judiciary Act 1903 (Aust), s 35 upheld in Carson v John Fairfax
and Sons Ltd (1991) 173 CLR 194.

,

'

i '
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has utility for the Justices in allowing them to clarify key
It also has a strong symbolic significance, for if all

s.

were in writing the transparency of the judicial process
be diminished.

The facility of oral hearings still has many

'~'pporters in Australia. The time for oral hearing of an appeal, once

",
~'~ecial
,Sf-"'"
"0 , leave is granted, or of a proceeding in the original jurisdiction

:&i~fthe High
,~~:.;.;..,

Court, is not limited to 20 minutes. The Court assigns

.

Ythe date for the hearing and mostly leaves it to the parties to

~Y~:~(locate the available time between themselves.

_~.,~:'2

,~~'1~~

8.

The Justices today in both courts enjoy significant

f~;;[~'.3s;;isltarlce not only from the written briefs and oral advocacy of the
[,(;~.,'assistance
lr~~¥i(~"
n~lrt"'s and interveners heard by the Court but also from young law
''''''\\'parties

;::,.>

,

.~;graduates

appointed for a short period to work in the Justices'

S~~""h~mt)Ars.

In Australia, these clerks are called "associates".

The

Abustices
Justices of the High Court each have two such associates and

J~

'¢~)5;;appointment
appointment

to such positions is highly sought after.

In my own

ii:~"case I notify vacancies each year
year to all law schools in the nation and

~:-s:~':

i\t;~'0 receive hundreds of applications, interviewing (briefly) about fifty

~JiK,r applicants
·~';':";~0/'

J'i~;}b\' female.
~'{;~:~:,-

before reducing the final appointees to one male and one

I do not chose my staff from particular law schools and I

observe strict equal opportunity principles in their recruitment. Each
.. Justice has his or her own system of appointment.

So far two

former associates have been appointed Justices of the Court (Justice
Riehl and Justice Aitkin
McTiernan (who was associate to Justice Rich)
Iwho was associate to Chief Justice Dixon)).
(who

28.

9.

Justices in both countries are today expected to assume

responsibilities

outside

the

courtroom

and

to

participate

in

professional, academic and other functions in keeping with the
educative role of a judge of a final court.
SUCll obligations; although some do.

Not all Justices welcome
In the Commonwealth of

Nations,
Nations. there is an Association of Commonwealth Judges and
Magistrates that holds regular conferences at which they can share
judicial experiences. Commonwealth Law Conferences and specialist
meetings

of

Commonwealth

judges

provide

opportunities

for

comparing notes on the issues racing
facing national final courts of appeal.
Judges of such courts are also expected to take part in the meetings
of judges of their own country where, necessarily, they play a
leadership role beyond the pages of the authorised reports.

Beyond the nation and such Commonwealth
Commonweaith meetings, there is
an increased tendency in recent years to bring together judges of a
wider range of countries, including those from other countries of the
cornmon law and

civil law traditions.

For example, a global

constitutionalism seminar is held every year at the Yale Law School.
I have been privileged to attend that series in which Justice Breyer
takes part together with Lord Chief Justice Woolf of the United
Kingdom,
Kingdorn, Justice Iacobucci of the Supreme Court of Canada and
judges
jUdges from the supreme courts of countries as diverse as Hong
Kong, India, Japan, Peru, Poland, the European Court of Human
Rights and the French Conseil
Consei! Constitutionnel.
Constitutionne!.

29.

Judges of final courts can quickly recognise the commonality
. ' ...'questions
·questions that arise in different countries at about the same time.
owledging
,~knOWledging

nstitution

fully the

and

laws,

duty of obedience to their domestic
knowledge

about

contemporaneous

,nrn~(CII'''j to common problems can sometimes enhance the quality
jproaches

~klocal
,"'.,,:

judicial solutions.

At a number of international seminars

nded by Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States, I
~hended
.~)~

lave participated, as they have, in discussion of the growing
'I uence of international human rights norms upon domestic judicial
.,'?,!lifluence
~Th.;"",:.'

'8ecision-making42.
:f'dlecisicln-ma
king42.

The recent reference in the majority's opinion in Virginia v

~Jkins43 to international developments relevant to the carrying into
(mect of a sentence of death upon a mentally handicapped prisoner
i> .

judicial
~.!t)·§, the kind of accretion of knowledge that can come from jUdicial

.~:;.,-"::;,

"

"21;meetings of such a kind.
'f~~(neetingS
~j!~>

;~Kintelll.r.1·"al prison for a judge.
,;~~intellectual

f;;'fi;5

Jurisdiction can occasionally be an
Some are content to dwell in that

!l'~[prison and regard it as their proper place.

\';:'\""

However, in the age of

{jumbo jets, the Internet and much greater trans border judicial
.}iJ
·1~r·.•'''dIU~IIUe it is now possible for judges of my Court, the Supreme
t~;dialogue
'Y!f

M D Kirby, "The Australian use of International Human Rights
Norms: From Bangalore to Balliol - A View from the Antipodes"
(19931 16 University of NSW Law Journa/363.
Journal 363.
(1993)
Virginia v Atkins to be reported 536 US 000 at 00 (2002),
Opinion of the Court per Stevens J, fn.
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'ourt of the United States and other final courts to meet quite

J~'~ularIY. Globalism is not only a phenomenon of the economy. It
,"'~';:i

:~'~'lfects the development
-}i:)\~-'~
"~ategory that cannot, and
'.""~1S~c:atE,gory

O.
1O.
1

of ideas.

Legal ideas are an important

should not, escape this development.

There are some minor and relatively trivial similarities

,:h"tVlleElil
Ketween my office and that of a Justice of the United States court.
",',The robes are now very similar. Until 1986, the Justices of the High
~~':~_::.

rt of Australia wore the traditional robes of the English judiciary
~''court

1iS\:"bn the Chancery side.
'~Si%. "

i.~"tIiE'V
,\i\:'they
-:<':'\':.

This meant that, when sitting in a hearing,

wore a wig, an accoutrement to which all of them had become

;~~ccustomed
ed when practising as barristers, the branch of the

;,\f

.; sF,oarated legal profession in Australia from which persons chosen as
0.l'/separated
-,2Jti~,;

es in Australia are usually derived. When President of the Court
>jlJdges
"of Appeal of New South Wales, immediately before my appointment
'0-

to the High Court of Australia, I wore the traditional wig, including
the full bottom variety on ceremonial occasions.

But now, in the

., High Court, my robes represent a still more austere copy of those
worn in Washington.

A further Similarity
similarity is the decline in the remuneration of
"i"j,\,A'9J

Justices both in the United States and in Australia.

Chief Justice

Rehnquist and Justice Breyer recently drew this decline to the notice

\

31.

44
Congress and the American public 44
tlcongress
..

JJ¥*,'£):!{
Seen

Similar complaints have

"<:;<

made on behalf of the Australian judiciary.

The remuneration

'~Fthee Justices of each Court is protected by a compensation clause.
"~;'::-,:h,o
~t~e Australian provision was modelled directly on that of the United
~,:".C__ M1T1

{~;:;~.~alte~;~-.
~~lgi~~ates45.

As in the United States, the problem has not been one of

:;·~f;l~\,I,·

"'~ctual diminution of remuneration (save for a suggestion during the
':Ha~Lua,
fo:.:tt';':'

;l~,<Great

Depression that the Justices of the High Court should accept a

"''''~\':

'iteductionn in their emoluments in common with other federal office-

M4~t>-.:·
'hnlldel's 46. The real source of complaint is the comparative decline
·e~iholders)46.
t]~zp·~

'-,

"i;'()f judicial salaries when compared to those paid upon the foundation
,..}£,-/f;{:.::',' .;

"':iili"of the Court; the comparison with other officials and wage earners
~;\-r;f~;;"'"

'tat
, . that time; and the comparison with the incomes of the practising
47
al profession. As in the United States 47
~)egal
,, the view has long been
"

48 that non-discriminatory taxation upon federal
taken in Australia 48
jUdges does not amount to a derogation from the prohibition upon
reduction of salaries and other benefits enjoyed by Justices

ready appointed to office.

Statement of W H Rehnquist, Chief Justice of the United States,
before the National Commission on the Public Service, 15 July
2002.
Australian Constitution, s 72(iii).
J Bennett, Keystone of the Federal Arch (1980), 46.
United States v.Hatter 532 US 557 (2001).
Cooper v Commissioner of Income Tax (0) (1907) 4 CLR 1304.

"

, ',I
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Apart from these commonalities, daily life is distinctly similar.

.'\i\'a

final court there is no relief from the personal obligations of

<.;,'.. /

'~r'~adlln~l,
'~ading,

research, decision-writing, amendment of drafts, checking

proofs of opinions and discussion of the product with one's
'5fproofs

~illeagues

~UII,,,,,,,ues and staff.

The business of running a court within an

'9'~'::'~

d budget falls heavily on the Justices, aided by skilled court
~~'~signed
'i,§;i~taff. The work of both courts is mentally taxing, unremitting but

';;;~~:\f\tel1ectuaIlY exhilarating.

Within the law, there are few posts that

~:;:i~U;t,

~~~ean offer the same responsibilities and cerebral rewards as a seat on
,%~~~~\::~

,;SY;',;,the final court of one's nation.

In the nature of things, few

i;:,~{~'i~dividuals
\;,iiilidlividuais can

attain such an office. Many persons of great ability
~~~~~11:::':i
. "",;miss out, by chance or politics or because of factors over which they
no control.

In the history of the United States, 105 persons

been appointed to the Supreme Court including the nine
. :e:'present
"j'present incumbents. In Australia, over the course of a century, there
I)<lvee been 43 Justices. Each incumbent therefore realises the great
, privilege that comes with appointment.

As is normally the case in

life, to such privileges are attached equivalent burdens and duties.
They are accepted freely with a cheerful heart because nobody is
obliged to remain in such an office a moment longer than he or she
Always waiting in the wings are aspirants, many of them
worthy.

33.

11\
III

Despite

the

DIFFERENCES

similarities,

there

are

significant

differences

,,;,;'ihAl:WE~en
'ib,etween the roles which the final courts play in the United States
<{;"

!"",:""r,rl
courts.
<"and Australia and the functions of the Justices within those courts,

The coming into office is quite different.

1.

By the United

:iStates
Constitution, the President has the power to appoint judges
,

"';'i'~;Of the Supreme Court and all other officers of the United States not
1~~}~~~f
"'"""-<'''erwise provided for in the Constitution. The President may only
~iWBfotherwise

~~\;IO
so
.

49
with the advice and consent of the Senate ,•

_~~~,i{~%:{

r!~'ii!similar
";";;'1:~f

There is no

control upon the appointment of judges by the Executive

r;n\lA,'nment in Australia.
bGovernment

;.

No Australian judicial officer is elected. All are appointed with

~~'tenure

and independence by the Executive Government of their

,~0jurisdiction
•..• jurisdiction .- federal, State or Territory.

Although the Australian

,H~:
, , •. Constitution provides for a Senate as one House of the Federal
¢o;~

~~~." Parliament

50

,

that body, in Australia, has no part to play in the

t':::-~,~;$:~-

"'; appointment of judges.
l!~~~.aPPointment

W1~~~,judges is

I'N\l'i"'J~ldgles

to consider any prayer for removal and then only on the

,'; specified grounds
'f~te~fspeCified
'~s~~d

-

Its only relevant power with respect to

and conditions 51 .,

In the matter of appointment,

~-------------------49

US Constitution, Art I, s 2.

50

Australian Constitution, s 7.

51

Australian Constitution, s 72(ii).

34.

Executive is untrammeJled.
untrammelled. By the Constitution, appointments to
. High Court are made by "the Governor-General in council,,52.
Governor-General is the Queen's representative in Australia.
53
council referred to is the Federal Executive Council .

x,;;~;t.".• n,;,,:,lIv, this is a copy of the Queen's Privy Council in the United
But by the Australian Constitution, it is made up
;;:;'e,xcluslvely of Ministers of the Federal Government, together with
The

Governor-General.

Governor-General

has

powers-

,nti"lIv to be consulted, to encourage and to warn but, like the
,;sLibstalltii3I1y
normally accept the advice of the
must, by convention, normaJly
Ministers
KAinisters expressed in the Executive Council.

There are legal requirements relating to the qualifications for
54 .• These hardly reflect the
as a Justice of the High Court 54
"r"w;tt<n qualifications that are typical (usuaJly
(usually long and high judicial
service, service as a leading barrister or, more rarely, political
service).

More recently, provision has been made by which the

federal Attorney-General, before an appointment of a new Chief
Justice

or

Justice,

is

obliged

appointments to the High Court.

to

consult

the

States

about
55
In Australia, unlike India , this

52
52

Australian Constitution, s 72(i).

53
53

Australian Constitution, s 63.

54
54

High Court of Australia Act 1979 (Aust), s 6.

55

Supreme Court Advocates' Association v Union of India [1994]
AIRSC 268; [1993] Supp 2 SCR 659; Special Reference No 1 of
1998 JT 1998 (5) SC.
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tutory obligation of consultation means no more than that. There

ns-il1 o obligation

to appoint anyone whom the States nominate.

The

:~1;;';'

~~9st that the statutory procedure of consultation achieves is to
~"

eotify some

"hrOC,,55

leading candidates for appointment.

The entire

takes place behind closed doors.

Inescapably, there is a high measure of political involvement on
'~he part of the Federal Cabinet and Government of the day when a
'-,1','

~-., ".'

,;§,",orp
lare vacancy on the High Court of Australia falls to be filled.
:~;\

no confirmation hearings.

There

Indeed, there is no public process at

There is not even a process of advertisement and formal
now

as

commonly

happens

with

the

Australian

Suddenly, after the recommendation of the Federal
',C"bilnet
'cabinet has been conveyed to the Governor-General (and sometimes
;J"even before) the announcement is made by the Prime Minister or the
~\W-"
Federal Attorney-General. And that is it.
~J\1::Federal

t~,;,"·
Despite the apparent success and general acceptance of the
for

public

interview

for

judicial

appointments

and

orcI<,H)tirm" in South Africa, following the introduction of the postpromotions

apartheid Constitution, few judges or politicians in Australia could be
found who would favour the introduction of a confirmation process
similar to that of the United States.

None could be found who

~I{!>~t¥' would favour elected judges, a method of judicial appointment (and

36 .
36.

,\'

~I~

.. oval) apparently
apparentlyantithetiCal
antithetiCal to
to true
true judicial
judicial independence
independence
~~~rj,oval)

56
56
..

~lt~e()retical

imperfections
imperfections

of
of

the
the

present
present

system
system

of
of

The
The

judicial
judicial

:~;~&~~:::<

are raised
raised each
each time
time an
an important
important appointment
appointment is
is
.;'~:,~ppointments are

~;~#iade.

And then,
then, the
the institution
institution closes
closes around
around the
the new
new appointee,
appointee,
And

~~W.··.·.~
political process
process turns
turns to
to
~:~e or she gets on with the work and the political

;-'i:";:L'
(;'ii;:thElr
1Biher things.

delivers an
an inadequate
inadequate or
or
It is rare that this system delivers

~~f«

governments hope
hope that
that their
their
1'i'nco m petent appointee.
Inevitably governments
::\'>
ntees will reflect in a general way their philosophical
philosophical viewpoint;
viewpoint;
',:~ppointees
~"-~

l;', ,

_

~ibut

in the
the United
United States
States
they are often disappointed. This is so both in

~~a'nd in Australia.
c;~:.:.

~~t·:

2.

Once appointed, Justices of the High Court serve to the

";';!.agee of seventy years unless they earlier retire in office or die.
~'.'>

Originally, the Australian Constitution contained no maximum term
'~'0riginally,
','.':

;)of appointment.

i)

It did not take long for the High Court, following

the United States, to hold that such silence meant that appointees

'~';held
held office for life 57 .

This is one of the reasons for the small number

of office-holders in both courts.

In the early 1970s, in the absence

of Chief Justice Barwick, the Senior Justice, Sir Edward McTiernan,
. went to the Parliament to administer the oaths of office to the new
members. Many were so shocked at his advanced age (he was then
'i~~g~f· in

his

eighties)

that

moves

arose

to

amend

the

Australian

56

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Art 14.1.

57

In Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia v J W Alexander
Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 434.
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constitution to provide for a compulsory retirement age.

The

constitutional Alteration

was

(Retirement of Judges)

enacted by the Federal Parliament in 1977.

proposal

The amendment was

t!len approved by the electors attracting the dual majorities required
58

to effect a change of the Australian Constitution 58 . The amendment

did not affect serving Justices.

Although there is a handful of "lifers" on the federal Family
Court of Australia, life tenure has now all but disappeared from the
Australian judicial scene. In most Australian States, for many years,
tenure was to age seventy or seventy-two.

Few Australians,

including few judges, are mourners for the passing of life tenure.
Although some very distinguished judges of the past would have
been lost in Australia by compulsory retirement at age seventy, the
Constitution serves contemporary society.

The regular appointment

of younger people to a nation's supreme court is a means of
injecting new approaches and new ideas, permitting regular change
at the nomination of elected governments and avoiding the spectacle
of very old judges serving on beyond their prime or in the hope of a
change of political administration.

58

ft~

The Australian Constitution, s 128 requires that, to be effective,
an amendment must be adopted by the Federal Parliament and
approved by a majority of the electors nationwide and in a
majority of the States. The proposal to introduce retirement
ages for the federal judiciary was approved on 21 May 1977.
The nationwide affirmative vote was 78.63 %. The amendment
was carried in every State.
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3.
\"",1"""

The High Court of Australia is a general court of appeal

judgments and orders of virtually all Australian courts - State,
In this sense, it brings together the entire

and Territory.
'.'~~\";-''''': ,ot,,,liiFtn legal system.

The work of its Justices is not confined to

application of federal law.

They decide appeals on purely State

matters having nothing to do with the Constitution or federal

This feature of the High Court - which it shares with the

~~J'l{i~'":;i~upreme
;;~";2

Courts

of

Canada

and

India

-

has

two

important

t;~l';'!:;i~!L'consequences. First, it places the High Court in the mainstream of
judicial system and marks it out as a court of ordinary
general jUdicial
This means that constitutional and federal questions are
,typically
typically viewed as an aspect of the general law, not as something
divorced and very special.

Secondly, this character affects the

qualifications necessary to perform successfully the functions of a
High Court Justice. It affects the appointees' self-image. It rubs off
r;;:,5'f",;'i\",,;,, on their conception of their own function 59 ., There is nothing like a

few days deciding obtuse questions of State statutory law to bring a
constitutional philosopher down to earth.

59

o

Dixon, "Two Constitutions Compared" in Jesting Pilate 100 at
104,
104.
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Other Commonwealth countries (such as South Africa) have
the
~;Q~rlstitutional

:~6wever, the

(''''~''''P\l,p.r,

~hse.

European
court,

tradition

with

and

judges

established

appointed

for

a

separate

fixed

terms.

Australian court is a general
gen~ral court of law in the fullest

Its role in supervising decisions of State courts is assured by

~-<

constitutional provisions.

The first is the entrenched power to

appeals from judgments and orders of the Supreme Courts of
States and from any other State court from which, at the
the Commonwealth, an appeal lay to the Privy
As

well,

an

original

provision

in

the

Australian

.on permitted the Federal Parliament to invest any court of
with federal jurisdiction 6 '.

This very important power was

utilised by the passage of the Judiciary Act 1903 62 •

The

of federal courts, other than the High' Court itself, did not
place in Australia to any degree until the 1970s when the
Family Court of Australia 63 and the Federal Court of Australia 64 were
·'established.

The investing of State courts with federal jurisdiction

has been a very successful idea of Australian constitutionalism.
. too has reinforced the integration of the nation's entire Judicature.

60

73(ii).
Australian Constitution, s 73(H).

61

Australian Constitution, s 77(iii).

62

Judiciary Act 1903 (Aust) ss 39, 39A, 64, 68, 79, 80.

63

(Aust), s 21.
Family Law Act 1975 (Austl.

64

(Aust), s 5.
Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Austl.

It

40.

When a State Parliament endeavoured to impose duties on a
,'·"·:i~f~·te
.,~$'{ate

Supreme Court that were challenged as inimical to the exercise

'-c.:"'»'.'>

.

judicial power, the High Court of Australia struck down the State
;mfbrjudicial
:-<;;.

i1aw

as invalid.

'~r~tected the

--"'-~&

independence of federal courts but, because of their

·(tt~'inter-relationship
KyT0~:-_

It held that the Australian Constitution not only

with

State

:~Wl!!hdependence of the latter.

,',6e>

courts,

it

also

protected

the

As it was put, the State courts had to

suitable receptacles for the exercise of the federal jurisdiction

'

ided for in the Constitution 65 •
..) provided

{~;~:;: >

This was a case of deriving

rences from the Constitution, a process that has gathered
~'''''~inferences

i)qccasional support in recent decades 66 •
"l;~~::!(?ccasional

At the time of federation in Australia, the colonial courts were
:':>;
IP'e'I"""rlv
'?'already long established. There were well respected and subject to
.t:;
"o.'fJt",1 to the Privy Council. The evenness of their quality was one
.*V;appeal

,~~,~,'~.::,

·;;;"\,()f the reasons for the delay in the establishment in Australia of a
;~(:'

~,·,;~nB0substantial
,£~ substantial

and separate federal judici
When, eventually,
ary 67.
judiciary
.
'fS;;significant
federal
federal courts
courts were
were created
created to
to deal
deal with
with particular
particular aspects.
aspects,
\;;;;i;
?~~';:

~j~~~'~'l~'~"~'S:ignificant
~

~"jbf

federal jurisdiction deemed specially appropriate for national

65

Kable v Director of Public Prosecutions (NSW) (1996) 189 CLR
51.

66

eg Lange v Australian Broadcasting Corporation (1997) 189 CLR
520.

67

Re Wakim; ex parte McNally (1999) 198 CLR 511 at 605 [200J.
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\ti!~~~inistration, those

courts, in turn, became part of the integrated

}1{:~{({:;:,.

is~S9'diciary that comes together in the High Court.

In a sense, the

~'~'-'.''.:~'.\:'--

",,",.";+i"~ of appeal and the vesting of jurisdiction have strengthened
;j;';'z~fiCilities

:.'::~~;:>
~Itlie unity and integration of the Australian Judicature and upheld the
~ttl,
"'rion,.rally uniform standards of appointment and performance of
;~~;~enerally

,"dicial officers in all Australian courts.
"!)i5'dicial
'~i:';

'II;

~~~-(,

In consequence of this judicial integration, Australia has

4.

..)rejected the notion of a separate federal common law or separate
t,;>-S)'i\!

~j)~f~ystems
'.',

of common law for each of the polities making up the

:;-~"'::'

1~;~federation.

~~;'Single,

Instead, the High Court has declared that there is a

, :., single, uniform common law applicable throughout the nation,
't'
,'ultimately
.~ultimately

,jf4~~,tq:Z,

susceptible to ascertainment and exposition by the High

.•. ",••.., Court itself 68 •

The notion of a single Australian common law,

", modified by local State and Territory legislation, involves some
., theoretical difficulties 69 .,

In the United States, each State has its

own common law as expounded by its own courts 70 ,• The Australian
insistence upon a single body of the common law has been strongly

68

R v Kidman (1915) 20 CLR 425. Lange v Australian
Broadcasting COlporation (1997) 189 CLR 520. Indeed, earlier
it was sometimes thought that there was but one common law
applicable throughout the entire British Empire as pronounced by
the courts of England:
cf 0 Dixon, "Two Constitutions
100
104-1
Compared" in Jesting Pilate 1
00 at 1
04-1 05,
05.

69

L J Priestley, "A Federal Common Law in Australia?" (1995) 6
Public Law Review 221.

70

Erie Railroad Coal v Tompkins 304 US 64 (1938),
(1938).
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,e;:"i,mp.d in recent decisions of the High Court 71 • The constitutional
'\c-,:ffirmE,d
3:otIJUI"uation for this doctrine lies in the unifying role of the High Court

It:ki\;:l~o the

final general court of appeal of Australia.

5.

That function of the High Court as the final appellate

is comparatively recent.

At the outset of federation, appeals

to the Privy Council both from the High Court itself and from
supreme courts.

The larger facility for Privy Council appeals

one of the few amendments upon which the British Government
;(i",was
t",\\,.

€~"insisted when it was presented with the Constitution drafted by the
i~::'Australian
stralian Constitutional Conventions of the 1890s. There were
on'''Sl°P'(]

;{;r

,two derogations envisaged by the Constitution,
;~~;two
Constitution.

The first, demanded

~;'bY the colonists, was that appeal would only lie to the Privy Council

i'

~'\.

on constitutional questions as to the respective powers of the

" Cc,mlTIonVllea,lth
Commonwealth and the States if a certificate to allow the appeal to
be brought was granted by the High Court 72 •

in the history of

federation, only one such certificate was ever granted 73 and many
were refused.
I':"~

71

Lipohar v The Queen (1999) 200 CLR 485; John Pfeiffer and
Son Pty Ltd v Robertson (2000) 203 CLR 503; Regie Nationale
551,
des Usines Renault SA v Xhang (2002) 76 ALJR 551.

72

Australian Constitution, s 74.

73

Deacon v Webb (1904) 1 CLR 585; Baxter v The
Commonwealth (1907) 4 CLR 1178. The only certificate ever
granted was in A ttorney General (Commonwealth) v Colonial
Sugar Refining Co Ltd [1914] AC 237; 17 CLR 644.

43.

As well, provision was made for the. Federal Parliament to
·'.··:'~I,·o
dt'ake

laws "limiting matters .in which" leave to appeal to the Privy

neil might be granted 74 .
~&OLlncil

Eventually, appeals from the High Court

;;~:',

J~ild federal courts were "limited" under this provision to the extent
''l,.~_<

~bf abolition 75 . The validity of such "limits" was upheld 76 . In due
,~,:;;,:;'-'

bourse, the direct appeals from the State supreme courts were also
$\'.;

~;r(~~olished77 by concurrent legislation of the Australian federal and
.
\~:State Parliaments and the United Kingdom Parliament, symbolically

; ."'",,

lj\\

"fi',signed into law by the Queen during a visit to Canberra.

There is now no external or higher court for Australian judicial
o:{;:.
ecisions beyond the High Court of Australia. Inevitably, this change
gidecisions
;ifb;;:;\~:' .
'~<"
'lin.. the function of the High Court from one subordinate in most
atters to the Privy Council to a court of final appeal has brought
'matters
;the High Court closer to a perception of its functions akin to that of
<the Supreme Court of the United States. Having myself sat both in a
final appellate court and one subject to further appeal, I know the
The change in status of the High Court was quickly

A R Blackshield, "The Abolition of Privy Council Appeals" in A R
Blackshield and G Williams, Australian Constitutional Law and
Theory (3rd ed, 2002), 570
570..
. 75

By legislation culminating in the Australia Acts 1986 (Aust)(UK),

s 11.
76

Kirmani v Captain Cook Cruises Pty Ltd [No 2J (1985) 159 CLR
461 at 464.

77

Australia Act 1968 (Aust) (UK), s 11.
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on

i\~;~t$!.nowed by a period of significant creativity 6n the part of the Court

the years in which Chief Justice Mason presided 78 •

If, in

;,,.;

recent years, the creativity has declined, this is no more than a
"hrmal feature of the way common law courts operate in fits and

.'''C'"'''c rather than at a uniformly steady pace.

Given the character of other final appellate courts throughout
,:"i

~;;';';the

world, it seems unlikely that the High Court of Australia will, in

;;;',%\th~
·"."\·',rn,~

long term, revert to the rather limited view of its functions held

" i

';'1

,

Australian judges and lawyers during the time that it was subject
supervision,
, Privy Council supervision.

Whilst some lawyers in Australia still

ker for a return to those "good old days", the example of the
~';":c'l:,,."""Jreme Court of the United States indiCates
indicates the necessary and

inF,vit'"bility of the creative function of an ultimate court of a nation
having
h~vina constitutional responsibilities 79 • Such creativity, harnessed to
legal authority, is the essential characteristic pf all common law
'"

courts. Those who dispute this must explain where the great body
the common law came from.
::,1

The link of the High Court of Australia to the Privy Council was
not a serious burden on the High Court's judicial performance.

On

78

Sir Anthony Mason was Chief Justice of Australia from 1987 to
1995.

79

H Luntz, "Throwing off the Chains: English Precedent and the
Law of Torts in Australia" in M P Ellinghaus & Ors The
Emergence of Australian Law (1989), 70.

45.

tl18 contrary, the existence of that link saved the Australian legal
system from parochialism that might otherwise have afflicted it

80

.

By affording the facility of appeal in a small number of cases to the
higl11 y talented and experienced judges of England who sat in the
Privy Council, that body provided a wealth of comparative law
doctrine. largely drawn from English court decisions, that greatly
doctrine,
enriched Australian law.

Now, Australian courts are not bound by any foreign judicial
decision, although for the moment they still observe Privy Council
\~-

decisions given in Australian appeals during the time when that
Court was part of the Australian judicial hierarchy 81,
81.

Yet the

'if

I

I

termination of this last formal link has brought an even greater
flowering of comparative law f!laterial into the Australian courts.

It

is now extremely rare for the High Court of Australia to consider any
major issue of constitutional or common law without examining the
way in which similar issues have been dealt with in other like
common law countries, particularly the United States and Canada.

~On the other hand, an examination of United States decisions
indicates the contrast that exists in the higher English, Canadian,
;~
i),
,~

':~

~~

80

F C Hutley, "The Legal Traditions of Australia Contrasted With
Those of the United States" (1981) 55 Australian Law Journal
63 at 68.

81

Cook v Cook (1986) 162 CLR 376 at 390.
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1,1

ew

Zealand,

South African,

. rnmonwealth of Nations
~~9mmonwealth

Indian

and

other courts

of the

where there is a much greater inclination

;~~St

.. look outwards for analogies and reasoning that proves of a great
\;;~W
antage to the performance of the judicial task. In the United
l~\~~dvantage
~iates,, there are more than fifty home jurisdictions. They serve a
'~\l1gle nation. In the post-Imperial world of Commonwealth

{I
Iii

:i~:

';'}/:'

es, it is a great strength of the common law technique as now
'ilcollntries,

fit

"i''I'

~f8itation of judicial opinions, written in the same language, tackling

;\1

"practised that judges are accustomed to, and comfortable with,
~'i:6<:

.,,,,~similar questions in different countries.

'V;':';""~blem for lawyers.
'~~i~f'~roblem

~:!,:

Parochialism is a common

It is reinforced by jurisdictionalism which is an

apable aspect of lawyering.
>iliescapable

The contemporary common law

rds a treasure house of analogies.
';'kfrords

It is now available through

'I'

ji.1:hee Internet. It greatly enriches the judicial performance in countries
ch as my own.
~such

,:\;

:./
i:i:!
"
I

Iii
I,','

~:~'

I

i'il

I'!

I'

6.
;.' Australian

?

There is then the absence of a general bill of rights in the
Constitution.

The

founders

of

the

Australian

i!!1

i

".',

opinion that it was
:'~iCommonwealth
, Commonwealth shared James Madison's initial
i'i!mprudent
imprudent or impossible to define the rights of the people.

It is not

\':

!..:true
true to say that the Australian Constitution contains no rights

,

:!

provisions.

However, they are limited and (as in the case of the

47.

of

jury

trial)

they

are

sometimes

subject to

restricted

Most modern constitutions contain charters of fundamental
:m~hts.

Where they do not, such' statements of rights have

&?

tfiequently been added.

Thus, the Canadian Charter of Rights and

.~<,,:

was adopted in 198283 •
''FrCiedoms
,-,':': .,

Even in the United Kingdom,

;~i~rorn which Australia inherited its scepticisms
~!i9hts,, the law has long been subject to scrutiny

about fundamental

.,,-,,-./-

~'i2onvention on

·r<~.;-:-'

84
Human Right
Rightss 84.
.

under the European

Recently, the Human Rights Act

:\'~~\\998 (UK) has rendered many human rights issues justiciable in the
',,;:',j/

rts
""t~1'courts

of Britain. Australia is one of the last civilised nations not to

?:~l0£'n)ave
;:have SUCll

proVisions.
provisions.

The conventional source of the opposition,

cularly amongst politicians, is that bills of rights introduce
.particularly
ess inflexibility into law-making and enhance judicial power at
. needless

tK'\~'
.. :.' the expense of democratic accountabiiity.
~i!'Fthe
\:.

'~'

'9,,·

There has been a similarly narrow reading of s 116 of the
freedom
of religion:
Australian
Constitution concerning
A ttorney-General (Viet); Ex reI Black v The Commonwealth
(1981) 146 CLR 559.
83

The Canadian Charter was preceded by the Canadian Bill of
Rights 1960. See M R Wilcox, An Australian Charter of Rights?
(1993) 28-36.

84

See eg Dudgeon v United Kingdom (1981) 4 EHRR 149; (1983)
5 EHRR 573. For a description of the different ways in which
issues of rights are addressed in the two legal systems see M 0
Kirby, "Law and Sexuality: The Contrasting Case of Australia"
12 Stanford Law & Policy Review 103 (2001).
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The absence of a general bill of rights does not mean that the

)8

Court is incapable of defending basic civil liberties when they
igh court

x~]je seen

to be threatened by intrusive legislation or governmental

;t~1)i?::

Sometimes, express provisions of the Constitution can be

·-(;'!lction.
',:

~,,-.

,'·;"rd;c1·"d
"~blisted to strike down federal legislation affecting the compulsory
'"

~.. i~c·quisition

t~;?;j>;,:;:-:;

of private property85.

Sometimes restrictive federal

"'i'V~j"jEigislation is found invalid, as was the attempt to dissolve the
?S~·
It failed for want of an
l','Australian Communist Party in 1950.
',,,'

t;'~ppropriate foundation

".'\Cl(

?;;;,,,,\,~& the
·tft&?~\

86
in federal legislative power
power86.
.

This decision

High Court of Australia in that case contrasts with a

""'l'co'ntemporary decision of the Supreme Court of the United States
.!involving the constitutional validity of provisions of the Smith Act.
Despite the express guarantee of freedom of speech and freedom of
,JDespite

~:;;";~.;,~

·,.,,:,,~uciation in the United States Constitution87 , the Supreme Court
~f;;"'association
;':"''':>.-

·~~·.of the United States, by majority, upheld the severe civil restrictions

'''i~'imposed

,~~~~,:

by Congress on communists 88 , demonstrating once again

(~Hhat

liberty depends upon more than constitutional texts.

iif::-.-.

Bank of New South Wales v The Commonwealth (1948) 76 CLR
1 ("Bank
Case").
. - --- Nationalisation
-- ----- -------.

J-

Australian Communist Party v The Commonwealth (1951) 83
CLR 1. Other illustrations might include Ex parte Quirin 317 US
1 (1942) upholding trial of alleged saboteurs in wartime by a
military commission not the civilian courts. See G E White,
"Felix Frankfurter's Soliloquy in Ex parte Quirin", 5 Green Bag
(2nd Series), 423 (2002); cf Lloyd v Wallach (1915) 20 CLR
299.
US Constitution, First Amendment.
88

Dennis v United States 341 US 494 (1951).

49.

1ft
,1It~L~,

In recent times, the High Court of Australia has found

'~:'~:2t~i'('

lications of rights in the constitutional text, including of an
~~';ilnplications
:~;';.L

ucible freedom to discuss matters of politics and government89 .
j,':\f(rreducible

'q;,z:

:STh is

last-mentioned freedom was found to be implied

in the

~~representative

electoral democracy established by the Australian

90
;);Constitution
•
-;,,',

Other cases have suggested that the implication to

ibe

derived from the independent Judicature established by the

'}E'i5;Y:

tji~(CConstitution

supports an implied constitutional guarantee of due

,i~",prC)ce,ss of law 91 and of unbiased judges 92
"*process

-

although these insights

~~::;s."fy

i!t~i!have not yet won a clear majority amongst the Justices.
,~;g:~'

Quite apart from the constitutional guarantees, liberty is

:;;;

nrrlt,,,ctA,rl in Australia by the strong presumption that legislation does
i~~'\protected
,;c';""

.

Nationwide News Pty Ltd v Wills (1992) 177 CLR 1; Australian
Capital Television Pty Ltd v The Commonwealth (1992) 177 CLR
106; Theophanous v Herald and Weekly Times Ltd (1994) 182
CLR 104.
Lange v Australian Broadcasting Corporation (1997) 189 CLR
520.
Polyukovich v The Queen (1991) 172 CLR 501 at 607-612,
703, cf 532, 689; Leith v The Commonwealth (1992) 174 CLR
455 at 484-488, 501-502; cf at 466-469; see Parker,
"Protection of Judicial Processes and Implied Constitutional
Principles" (1994) 16 Adelaide Law Review 341.
Ebner v Official Trustee (2001) 205 CLR 337 at 363 [81
[81]-[82];
]-[82];
362-373 [114]-[117];
[114]-[117J; cf Tumey v Ohio 272 US 510 (1927).

50.

""''''~". reduce fundamental civil rights, unless such a purpose is clearly

\':i~i'{~"~nd unmistakenly expressed in valid legislation 93 •

Australia does not have the same constitutional protections for
expression as exist under the First Amendment, as interpreted
94

94
,''f',;bV'
"~V the Supreme Court of the United States •

'i):i\t~fj'art,

:0,;:~i']and

However, this is, in

due to a different balance that has been struck by legislation
by the common law) between free speech values and values

·{b;"~U

~~jZ!,protective of such important attributes of human dignity, honour,

,-.<~E~~<:,

i,~,','i"#:!reputation and privacy.
~'.:-';~-';~:>:

These competing values are included in

'.' "'l~\nternational
rnational human rights instruments 95 .,

'~c1eSerVing of

They are human rights

legal protection as much as the human right to free

'vRXlnreiRRion is.

Most Australians,

and most Australian

judges

,'(although
(although not the Australian medial
media) consider that the balance struck
judicial authority on this subject is somewhat
United States jUdicial
The interface between the United States approach and

of Australian law has come to the fore in recent litigation before

Bropho v Western Australia (1990) 171 CLR 1 at 20; Durham
Holdings Pty Ltd v New South Wales (2001) 205 CLR 399 at
414-41 5 [27]-[31].
eg New York Times Co v SUllivan 376 US 254 (1964);
Rosfenbloom v Metromedia 403 US 29 (1971); Gertz v Robert
Welch, Inc 418 US 323 (1974).
eg International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Arts 17
(privacy,
(privacy. honour and reputation), 19 (freedom of opinion and
expression).
Australian Broadcasting Corporation v Lenah Game Meats Pty
Ltd (2002) 76 ALJR 1 at 43 [199]-[202].
[199]-(202].

~~_~t~~'-

I

51.
51.

f1ti,~;Jbe High Court of Australia concerning a publication about an
uploaded on the Internet in the United States but
~~~I~ustralian citizen u:loaded
!i,;,::~,cdbwnloaded

Its principal damage and hurt in Australia where
to do its

;;:&;\!the plaintiff lives

I:,~~~~

97

•

The absence of a general bill of rights in the Australian

fI:,,'CY::

t"'!;ii"'constitution has tended to reinforce the view that most of the High

f'J?1%tourt Justices have generally held about their role. It has tended to
l)fiemPhasise legalism and to diminish the creative and adaptive spirit

~:;~~"that

normally accompanies judicial interpretation of the sparse

~;;,':~;langUage of a constitutional bill of rights.

Although there are

~)~i~,Sporadic suggestions that Australia should adopt a constitutional bill
l1~"Of rights 98 , an attempt to include certain rights in the federal
.":~>:;,;,:\

,,~t;':Constitution
'\'2~~;;( .

was

overwhelmingly

rejected

in

a

constitutional

-§~{.-referendum held in 198899 • Given the Australian record on achieving

, ;<u--..

~lilt ____________________________

~[
S~~h1~";' -',-il>-.

r~~

"
-;"<".(~'

~,'ft.7,:.':-

(:-~.;'.J-

:j:4~::
~:fg;:;

'~k~f:

99

This issue is before the High Court and the decision is reserved
in Dow Jones Inc v Gutnick, on appeal from the Court of Appeal
of Victoria.
Discussed in D Harris, A New Constitution for Australia (2002);
see also Human Rights - the Australian Debate (1987); M R
Wilcox, An Australian Charter of Rights? (1993).
Pursuant to the Australian Constitution, s 128. A proposal to
incorporate "one vote one value" was rejected by a majority of
the electors in every State and secured a national affirmative
vote of only 37.10%. A proposal to include guarantees of trial
by jury, religious freedom and just terms for State Government
acquiSitions of property was rejected in every State and secured
acquisitions
an aggregate national affirmative vote of only 30.33%; cf
McGinty v Western Australia (1996) 186 CLR 140.

52.

't.::~~

l~r'mal constitutional change 100 (which is as conservative in this

,d~spect as that of the United States), the prospect of a constitutional
,~,;)'~i:;I;eslpe(;1
:):~{Q,:

''\'6ill of rights for Australia in the short term seems remote.

'~elY is

More

it that individual States and Territories, and eventually the

'<,'

'v.,' .

~:)f:ederal
F:ederal

Parliament, will enact general human rights legislation out of

"',h.r·n,
',hich, in the long term, a successful constitutional amendment may

8.

Partly

as

a

consequence

of

the

last-mentioned

~",

r:m1si,jeration, there has been some tendency in recent years to 1001<
'consideration,

5i\i,,;';r!to
~·"'~~!r. '

international human rights law to inform the development of

.. !-ustralia's
/,ustralia's domestic law.

In 1988, I suggested that this was a

'O' .

de'velopment
development of large potential 101 .

At the time my suggestion was

generally regarded as heresy. Eventually, the High Court of Australia
~ZgeneraJly
-.w':,
'r~) aCCelJte,d the possibility that international human rights instruments,
i';~Jfi;'~.accepted
~irl~~~~;;:':"

';' to which Australia was a party, might influence the development
deVelopment of
~1~"t~l\;-

the common
com,non law.

This was done in an important decision,
deciSion, before

my appointment, reversing
reversin>l more than
t lan a century of judicial decisions

100

In 102 years, 44 proposals have been put to the Australian
electors for the amendment of the Australian Constitution. Only
8 have succeeded: A R Blackshield and G Williams, Australian
Constitutional Law and Theory (3rd ed, 2002), 1301.

101

M D Kirby, "The Australian Use of International Human rights
Norms: From Bangalore to Balliol - A View from the Antipodes"
(1993) 16 University of NSW Law Journal 363; M D Kirby,
"Law, Like the Olympics, is Now International - But Will
Australia Win Gold?" (2000) 7 James Cook Uni L Rev 4 at 13-

15.

53.

recognition'i:6the claims of
~hying recognitiorii:oi:he
of Australia's indigenous peoples
interests in their traditional lands 102.
102.
,,¥dinterests
l;:, .

More

recently,

have

suggested

that

the

Australian

stitution itself should be read, in the event of ambiguity, so as to
Constitution

,"~void departures from the fundamental norms of international law,

~;:specifiCaIlY

,!,s~)ec",ically in the area of human rights 103,
103.
/~·r,ntr'nversiaI104.
,c'ontroversial ,04 .

This approach remains

However, there are reflections of it in the recent

,O"l""on of the Supreme Court of the United States concerning the
105.
into effect of a mentally handicapped person 105,

It is

bly fair to say that, at the moment, the majority of Australian
\;iprobably
',~;;

.

,.t'judges and lawyers would probably agree with the spirit of the
"'"
'dlss,lIltlng opinion of Justice Scalia in that case 106.
106. However, the
i,~~':dissenting

;~\t1r;·

.

""------------------------102

[No 21 (1992) 175 CLR 1 at 42.
Mabo v Queensland INo

Newcrest Mining (WA) Ltd v The Commonwealth (1997) 190
CLR 513 at 655-657 (acquisition of property); Kartinyeri v The
Commonwealth (1998) 195 CLR 337 at 417-419 [166]-[ 167]
(racial discrimination). See also Wilson v Minister for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Affairs (1996) 189 CLR 1 at 40
powers).
(separation of judicial powersl.
K Walker, "International Law as a Tool of Constitutional
Interpretation" (2002) 28 Monash University Law Review 83; L
Johns, "Justice Kirby, Human rights and the Exercise of Judicial
Choice" (2001) 27 Monash University Law Review 290.
A tkins v Virginia 536 US 000 (2002) per Stevens J (fn); 122
SCt 2242 (2002).
536 US 000 (2002) at 000 per Scalia J, 122 SCt 2242 (2002).
He had expressed like views in Stanford v Kentucky 492 US
361 at 369 fn 1 (1989);
(19891; cf Kartinyeri v The Commonwealth
(1998) 195 CLR 337 at 383-386 [95]-[ 109];
109]; AMS v AIF (1999)
199 CLR 160 at 180 [50]; cf 218 [168]-[169].

54.

OTn,pr.t

"'O-'J~-

of municipal law to avoid disharmony with international

major challenge that final courts of appeal everywhere will
'i6,,"have to face in the coming century. The last words on this subject
not yet been written - only the first.

9.

There have been lively debates in Australia, as in the

States, concerning the extent to which the interpretation of
:icikiifthe written text of the Constitution is governed by the original intent
.';_;~'~':i~

the founders who wrote the document or whether the text is

;~)ki[~%released from that approach, the task being one of finding the

,,3 i!:~1i~li

"if,"'?i:meaning of the Constitution, "set free" from the assumptions and

',' ' *i .

rposes of
:i:,~%\' purposes
0f
~'"~';;:.o

'

h ose w
h 0 wrote .it
107 .
who
tthose
It107.

In the United States, possibly because of the revolutionary
,', origins of
'~fi~~~prigins
);~,;-\':

~\!';)ithe

population and the disparity of legal organisation, many have

,'~{0£felt, with

'~H~t'~'-

the Constitution, the diversity of the country, the size of

Thomas Jefferson, that "the country's peculiar security is

+,'j'rjiin the possession of a written Constitution".

:~'1~t'i;~~<

onal
fi,?''';~;'constitutional
"

~._,;",,~-_.:

The United States

text has attracted much greater reverence than the

lian document has done. One has a feeling that much more
,>~fts~Australian

.

<?~!:,;~:;it::-':

", attention is given in the United States to the historical facts as they
'i1:8~!1¥!ilttention

-~~(,-)i~1~;L:,
;j;i'.i~i'i;existed
,<""<,,,:,,_xisted at the time between 1787 and 1788, when the Constitution

':{~it{-----------------------------Pit£{,107
;,;&'1~;,
''-'oj'i:',

Andrew Inglis Clark, Studies in Australian Constitution Law
(19011, 21 cited in Re Wakim; Ex parte McNally (1999)
(19991 198
(1901),
CLR 511 at 600-601.
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·,jrrially to put into settled form the beliefs and values of the citizens

:~hO

had declared their independence from Britain 108.

;li~,'/

';;".""'a, it is not now uncommon
t~Australia,
.:~~!':
."":';~'-iO'.T~nding of the language of
~lliqnderstanding

~~the

Although, in

for the High Court to examine the
the Constitution, as it existed at

time that document was drawn Up109, and specifically to

:.;,~w&:<

nize the debates in the Conventions that preceded the adoption
~'1l~crutinize
~i;

.i!4f the

impermissible)11o,
Constitution (a course formerly regarded as impermissible)l1o,

1. is generally recognised that the elucidation of constitutional

'"
".",,'~ning involves more than a purely historical exercise. In a sense,
({~~~eaning

,:!-e£t

£,')]'i.his recognition has been reinforced by the rigidities of the
J\t:~/·
'.Constitution and the difficulty of obtaining its formal amendment.

A good illustration of the adaptation of the meaning of
stitutional words in Australia may be found in the decision of the
·;%bnstitutional
7f-:-.

fHighh Court in Sue v Hi1/111 • There, the question was the meaning of

)~ provision

in the Constitution excluding from election to the Federal
any person who was "a subject or a citizen ...
,.. of a

See eg Dred Scott v Sandford 60 US 393 at 407-408 (1857)
per Taney CJ.
Grain Pool of Western Australia v The Commonwealth (2000)
202 CLR 479 at 523 [111]. In that case much attention was
paid to the provisions of the US Constitution Art I, s 8, cI 8 that
sustain patents of invention, the expression in the Australian
51 (xviii). See ibid, at 479-480 [28H32],
[28]-[32], 532
Constitution, s 51Ixviii).
[134].
Cole v Whitfield (1988) 165 CLR 360 at 385-390.
(1999) 199 CLR 462,
462.

I,

,
,

','I

j::.;

56.
,

,':.

":!

n power". There could be no doubt that, in 1900 when the
'.o\i~reign
%'t~'~

stralian Constitution was adopted, the United Kingdom would not
~~ustralian

r1i\':~F4~tti~ve
'.:~~~:~?~"

been regarded as a "foreign power".

There are too many

";;"FM,,nces in the Constitution to the United Kingdom, and the status
:%'§!feferences
:ri(;'\'.\/

""'<"6f subjects of the Crown of that kingdom 112, to attribute such a
"

the text.

Nevertheless, at the end of the century, the

H.High Court held that a person who was a citizen of the United
1I;"nrllnm (and a subject of the Queen in her capacity as Queen of the
:/:'kingdOm
nited Kingdom) was disqualified from election to the Australian
United
',:~n.-l'''al
'Federal

Parliament whilst she retained that separate citizenship.

she was a "citizen of a foreign power".
would

.::»>

have

struck

the

rnmrnnnl"'M,lth as astonishing.
JCommonwealth

t' .

founders

In

:: ,j'I

;~i

:i:1

The result was one
of

the

Australian

The notion that the High Court

*::~hOUld give meaning to the Constitution in terms of the original

-<
, }: intent is not one that accords with the overall practice of the High
~',>

:',
'I:
'ii

:':1

f,

:

:', ..

I: i~

113
4)'Court of Australia 113.
• Nor, in my view, is it one appropriate to the

I

(,I,asK
';task of constitutional interpretation.

!'i!~

<~:

:':;':

'jr
n

There are matters of detail that describe differences in

iii
II

'the
the work of the two supreme courts. My Court has not adopted the

:'ii

followed in the United States Supreme Court, by which an

!':ii

10.

':';1

pi

'iii!

:·11

!:•

eg Australian Constitution, ss 34(i), 117.
M 0 Kirby, "Constitutional Interpretation and Original Intent - A
Form of Ancestor Worship?" (2001) 24 Melbourne University
Law Review 1; J Kirk, "Constitutional Interpretation and a theory
of Evolutionary Originalism" (1999) 27 Federal Law Review 323.
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~

[
ii,

(,

g~

opinion of the Court is written by a single Justice assigned by the

l'

Cilief Justice or, if he is in a minority, by the senior Associate

t;;

Justice.

~~
l~

Ii

Although unanimous opinions are sometimes achieved in

~

tile

It

cases 114, ordinarily, the arrangements for the writing of opinions are

~.

I"

Australian High Court, including in important constitutional

~

much more informal.

Although a system of consultation, after

~,

~

hearings, has lately been introduced, there continue to be large
numbers of separate dissenting and concurring opinions.

f
~

long been the tradition of the English courts, apart from the Judicial

i

Committee of the Privy Council which for many years permitted but

~

one opinion.

~

It
I
I
I~
'

This has

In Australia, the tendencies of judges to join in the opinions of
their colleagues vary over time, depending, in part, on personal
relations and shared legal and philosophical viewpoints.

In effect,

multiple opinions enhance the creative element in the law.

They

)

respect the independence of individual Justices..
Justices. On the other hand,

I,

they can sometimes obscure the ascertainment of the binding rule

Ir

for which a court's decision will stand.

They sometimes create

inefficiency and uncertainty in the judiciary and legal profession 115.
11S.
The United States practice, introduced by Chief Justice Marshall, has

114

eg Cole v Whitfield (1988) 165 CLR 360; Lange v Australian
Broadcasting Corporation (1997) 189 CLR 520.

115

C Moisidis, "Achieving World's Best Practice in the Writing of
(2002) 76 Law Institute Journal
Appellate Judgments" 12002)
(Victoria), 30 at 32.
IVictoria),

~,

I
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much
l11uch to commend it.

\

There are similar practices in intermediate

appellate courts in Australia.

But, so far, the practice has not been

copied in the High Court of Australia.

\
Another precedent that has not been copied is that of the
reported practice of some Justices of the Supreme Court of the
United States in delegating to clerks the writing of a first draft of
judicial opinions.

I am not aware that this has ever occurred in the

case of a Justice of the High Court of Australia, although the
associates are often asked to perform particular tasks of legal
research and to provide comments and criticisms upon the first draft
prepared by the Justice.

In the 1930s, Justice Brandeis remarked that the reason why
the Justices of the Supreme Court enjoyed such a high reputation in
Washington for their work was that "we are the only people who do
work"116.
our own work,,116.

Inflexibility in the adherence to the ways of the

past is not necessarily a matter for pride.

I have long thought that

common law courts could study to advantage the procedures of
some courts of the civil law tradition in which a greater part of the

~

writing of the facts, analysis of the issues and the presentation of
the synthesis of the arguments could be performed by officials

116
116

t,

Justice Brandeis quoted C E Wyzanski, "The Law of Change",
Lecture at University of Mexico School of Law (1968) cited in M
D Kirby, The Judges, (1983),
{1983L 41.
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';ff('!eaving to the Justices the truly difficult taste of decision-making.
e{/-~

Tr:,riitio,nalists oppose such suggestions, pointing out, correctly, that
'~iTraditionalists
,".-t"

~jthe presentation of the facts and issues can sometimes influence
t:,;,

,nrntclundly the outcome of the case. However, as the workload of
'<profoundly
, courts increases and substantial numbers of important cases must be
i'courts
~:;;

!remitted
';'

to

other decision-makers for arbitration, mediation

or

-

it may eventually become necessary (even in a final
reconsider some of the settled ways of doing things.

For

being, in the Australian High Court, we remain resolutely
,,:'., tied to the traditional ways.
\':.'G

IV

CONCLUSIONS

A reflection on the similarities and differences between the
High Court of Australia and the Supreme Court of the United States
,High

;.n: .',

,~~will
, ,; will indicate that the similarities are profound and predominate. The

,'?differences
,differences are largely upon matters of detail.

N

'f~{vibrant,
.<>,1.',"- ,

Both courts serve

democratic societies and advanced economies.

Both share

~~5fthe

inestimable benefit of the heritage of the common law. Both
it~~~:'_; -~
)R,'cifi'courts uphold federal constitutional. arrangements in independent
'~;~::;t?-;

··'G. judicial

institutions whose orders are accepted and obeyed without

; "question and without, for the most part, any need of physical
enforcement.

Of the five great legal ideas of the founders of the United
of America four, at least, have proved highly successful

60.

,c;:, i\.({,8)'1JUrts.
,i," exports.

One, the separate executive presidency, has not been

i~;;wideIY adopted.

,,~}~,~;;,widely

Australia, like a majority of countries, continues to

;,,;,;

i{;follow
follow the system of responsible, cabinet government.

;:~f,:

~',one
:i~
'-\;'

in Australia suggests a change in this respect.

Virtually no

The American

,",model would be regarded widely as a flawed system too much
Y-,;'

"7
influenced by the personal monarchy of King George III in 1776 117

too

little

reflective

of the

modern

needs

for

collective

government with general harmony between the legislature and the
executive,

¥.

~\ .. -

often difficult to achieve under the

United

States

Constitution 118
118

The republican idea, on the other hand, has been highly
successful.

Although

Australia

remains

a

constitutional

since 1776 most other nations have abolished their
monarchies. Even constitutional monarchies embrace the civic ideals
of republicanism.

o

They retain the symbols of monarchy as useful

Dixon, "Government under the American Constitution", in

Jesting Pilate 1106
06 at 111.
"8

o0 Dixon, "Two Constitutions Compared" in Jesting Pilate, 100
at 101.
A referendum for the alteration of the Constitution to create an
Australian Republic was put to the electors on 6 November
1999. The affirmative national vote was 44.74% with 54.40%
against. The referendum did not secure a majority in a single
State: G Williams, "Why Australia Kept the Queen" (2000) 63

Saskatchewan Law Review 477.

T
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furtl18r checks on the abuse of elected power '20 .

But they are in

tlleir
tfleir essential character republics.

The Bill of Rights idea, quickly incorporated into the United
States Constitution, has also proved a powerful influence not only in
national constitutions but in tile growing body of international law
tllat
til at upholds fundamental rights - economic, social and cultural as
well as civil and political.

Australia, however, remains outside the

systems of national and regional human rights charters.

The federal idea was the most complex of the innovations of
the American founders. Some federal states, including some created
after the end of British colonial rule, have collapsed 121 . Others have
proved unstable.

Yet the federations of the United States and

Australia (and of Canada. India and elsewhere) have been, on the
whole, successful examples of the division and decentralisation of
pOlitical power.
legal and political

There is an inherent tension between

federalism and responsible government which is still being played out
in Australia.

But it is difficult to imagine how a nation of the huge

120

Cf 0 Dixon, "The Law and the Constitution" in Jesting Pilate 4041.

121

eg the original Pakistan; the Central African Federation and the
original Malaysian Federation (including Singapore). The Soviet
Union, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia were also federal states
that broke up in recent years. Nigeria fought off the separation
of Biafra to survive intact, as did the United States in the Civil
War .

..-------------------------

..,-._-------------

itL:';;1
it:l1
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size of Australia could have been successfully, justly and efficiently
~",,;1:,)',',;s;ize
,;:'

:~g()verned
,.tt~,\,'j~w!.o,'erned

without

. stralians are
~~ustralians

adopting

a federal

system

-

and

for

that

indebted to the American model whose division of

::~;"

""'n,nverning
~~governing powers largely shaped their own.
d~.':':·-··

_,;;;?j;~'t~:L
'~~:"

~~_c-_

'J~Y','·.:

Nevertheless, the greatest constitutional
export following the
.

$tAmerican revolution of 1776, and the settlement that followed it,

~t-;:,-:~-

'~;;'has been

the

establishment

by

a written

constitution

of

an

-1~!:;,:\

ependent Judicature with defined powers as the supreme arbiter
Y.independent
:;), ..,
iE\(i!Of constitutionalism and defender of rule of law. In Australia, this
'Kn,"'f'edent
7~recedent was faithfully followed. The High Court of Australia was
created, substantially, to play the part that the Supreme Court of the
jcreated,
~<:.-

,

;f:/United States plays. In a sense, the High Court, like other courts of
}~-':

later nations, has built upon the great traditions of the United
States
St:'lt,,~ court and continues to do so.

In every country, but particularly every federal country, the
ideas written by Chief Justice Marshall in 1803 in Marbury v
22 continue to inform decisions about the concept of the
i;';,¥:'~>' Madison 122

judicial role in a modern state. The export of these ideas, and many
jUdicial
others wrapped up with them, are abiding contributions of the
judges and lawyers of the United States to constitutionalism as it
jUdges
develops in all parts of the world.

v'
','

122

1 Cranch (5 US) 137 (1803).
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The end of this story is not yet written.

Future chapters may

"~",C;'",,,,~1
",,'...•.
_. __ that some of the younger nations, that borrowed many of the

:\~~;~~}1i~,';;~

F:'>£"iih\/er'nnnelnt,ll ideas nurtured in the United States, came in time to
~~;~~;:'B9vernmental
~:,;;'~':;W/,",;,~:\

:::'\'~rprl~v

part of their debt.
and should,

:;""notitl,t;"n.,1 law.
-;;i'nnotitlltional

In today's world, more than before, we

learn from

each other, even in matters of

In a sense, this is another American idea - that

imperialism of power and money gives way, in the end, to the
"'~i;i'!"IIIDerty

of shared experience and the unstoppable influence of new

